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CHAD FRYE
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Everybody can find something odd in other people’s religions. Sometimes we see parts
of our own to be odd. That was the case when I raised the possibility that this issue’s
Hidden Treasure piece might feature a relic residing on campus. After the obligatory
disclaimer that I was not referring to myself, it became clear that many of our readers
would find relics odd. (Some of you may find the dominoes that became the issue’s Hidden
Treasure on Page 61 a bit odd, too; but that’s another story.)
The word “relic” comes from a Latin verb meaning to leave behind; for Catholics, a relic
is something a saint or martyr left behind — perhaps clothing or even part of a body that in
life served as a temple of the Holy Spirit.
A veneration for tangible things may seem unusual to those who see religion as rising
above the material to seek the spiritual. Gathering pieces of bone or bits of cloth associated
with dead people may seem to them more like collecting baseballs signed by Babe Ruth or
parts of a car driven by James Dean. (That is a gruesome story in itself, as John Heitmann
— whose love of the automobile is featured beginning on Page 18 — can tell you.)
And maybe in some ways such activity is odd. But we are human beings, not
disembodied spirits. We see physical matter; we hear audible sounds; we remember them;
we think about them. We make sounds and develop them into symbols, into words; we see in
objects something beyond their material form; we thrive with signs that stretch us.
The connections we make are
sometimes unpredictable — such
as mine were when I visited the
Holocaust Memorial Museum.
The story that place tells is
monumental and vast. Yet what
moved me to tears was a small,
simple display of scores of black,
furled umbrellas — simple objects,
taken from those led to slaughter,
symbols of their daily, ordinary
lives, symbols of sacred individual
human beings.
One of the names in this
issue’s In Memoriam is that
of another sacred individual,
Bud Cochran, whose life can be
remembered in symbols — the
hole blasted in his World War II
destroyer, the Native American
medal he wore as a professor, the food that he as a St. Vincent volunteer delivered in
retirement.
Another name in that list is Ellie Kurtz. Every December, an event she founded —
Christmas on Campus — offers a symbol of the nature of our University in the faces of
University of Dayton students and in the faces of those Dayton students who come to
campus each December from schools and communities such as those described in this
issue’s feature starting on Page 28.
These ordinary things that we see in our daily lives have meaning. In the faces of those
with whom we come in mundane contact, we see not just the worldly. We see in them the
sacred.
And if we look hard enough, we may indeed see the face of God and live.

—Thomas M. Columbus
EDITOR
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FEEDBACK

Living relics

Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.

LETTERS
Quarterly], which to me was one of only three

FIRST ISSUE
Congratulations on a superb first issue of

things like that to work as a readable periodical

cellence and breadth of the written word in a

best of its kind; but a magazine’s cooler. And

the University of Dayton Magazine. Besides the exwide variety of articles, the photography
in this issue is magnificent. The cover

photo and the inside of the front and
back covers are stunning. I was particu-

larly struck by the “ad” on the inside of
the back cover that uses the ensuring of
the future of community as the focus of

giving. And your “opening comments”
were their usual erudite, poetic and tothe-point writing!

Thank you for this excellent new ini-

tiative for the University and its alumni.
—STEPHEN GLODEK, S.M.
ST. LOUIS

‘All alumni
owe much
more gratitude
to you than
they probably
express for
the excellent
publications
you bring to us.’

Editor’s note: Brother Glodek is provincial,

the Marianists, Province of the United States.

SUMMER 2009

this issue is done with
flair and verve. Kudos.

—BRIAN DOYLE
PORTLAND, ORE.

Editor’s

note:

Brian

Doyle edits Portland: The

Congratulations on the beautifully de-

signed and interest-packed first issue of the
new UD Magazine. I think … it has matured from

the tabloid look to now hold its own with other
outstanding Catholic college alumni maga-

(selected by the editors of
Newsweek) for the best

university magazine in North
America.

The new magazine

looks great. And reads very well, as always.

SOUTH BEND, IND.

Editor’s note: Walt Collins edited Notre Dame

Magazine from 1983 to 1995.

WOW. Another home run for UD. The new

terly and am happy to have had my books re-

outstanding. But, as an old guy (class of ’79) it

All alumni owe much more gratitude to you

mat. … I have always passed on my old copies

layout and style, and overall presentation are

viewed in each. …

will take some time to get used to the new for-

than they probably express for the excellent

of the UDQ to parents whose children are in the

—DON WIGAL ’55

have commented on the quality of the publica-

Number One, eh? Lovely piece. I liked your

CLEVELAND

Editor’s note: Several readers shared this opinion of

the profile sketches. All new models need a little tinkering. The profile drawings in this issue are in a more realistic
style.

5

years of my career was spent in Douala, Cam-

Boston College Magazine. I devour all three quar-

There’s a certain epic ring to Volume One

—KEVIN HENNESSY ’79

2005 Robert Sibley Award

magazine is outstanding. The photography,

NEW YORK

Keep up the good work! Go Flyers!

CAMEROON

Magazine, winner of the

zines, including even Notre Dame Magazine and

publications you bring to us.

very flattering sketches.

University of Portland

—WALT COLLINS

newsazine, your magapaper [University of Dayton

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

(Bucknell and Florida did it) and was clearly the

Class Notes section. They did not appear to be

college selection process, and many of them
tion. … I am sure that the new Dayton Magazine
will create an even bigger impact on alumni
and prospective students as well.

My only suggestion is to revisit the “draw-

ings” of the alumni that are profiled in the

I spent my career with Shell Oil Co.. Six

eroon. We did extensive travel throughout the
country while we lived there and was actually
made and honorary chief in two villages.

The article [“Our Village Is Dying,” University

of Dayton Magazine, Winter 2008-09] was great

and brought back a lot of memories about living there and how much is needed in the villages. The students did a great job. …

The Cameroonians are wonderful people,

and I really enjoyed working there and getting

to know such great human beings. I also know
how much they appreciated what was done for
their village.

Please give my thanks and appreciation to

the students that worked on this project.

—CHARLES FACCIPONTE ’65
KATY, TEXAS

PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish your
e-mail address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers and not necessarily
of this publication nor the University of Dayton.
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College football
programs

Lost Martin Luther
King Jr. tape

FRERICKS CENTER

HTTP://JUMPBACKHONEY.COM

Perhaps more than any other college

The voice of Martin Luther King

Thanks to a gift from the family

1964, and thanks to an accidental

sport, football is built on tradition.
of James “Rocky” Whalen ’47,

UD students will have access to a

treasure trove of more than 1,700
college football progams dating

back to 1891, including 30 UD game
programs. Read about more good
works on Page 60.

Jr. rang out in UD’s Fieldhouse in
discovery, it rings out again

today. A filmmaker making a

documentary (Jump Back, Honey)

about professor emeritus Herbert
Martin found an unlabeled tape
in a box Martin had given him.

On it is the only known recording

of King’s Nov. 29, 1964, address at

UD. Segregation is on its deathbed,

Gamelan
MUSIC/THEATRE BUILDING

The Automobile and
American Life

Passport

Residence hall key

Word clouds

U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT

REUNION WEEKEND CHECK-IN

HTTP://WORDLE.NET

Father Norbert
Burns, S.M.

These days, a passport is right

If you’ve got it, flaunt it. Campus

If it was just a fun toy, it would

With his six keys to a healthy

and a cornhole set as standard UD

Weekend sold out in 20 minutes

whimsical word clouds can help

JOHN HEITMANN, PROFESSOR AND
Don’t let the picture fool

ALUMNI CHAIR IN HUMANITIES

(including the one above), weighs

From a mechanical curiosity to a

15-20 musicians to play it. The

of teenage rebellion, cars have

you. A gamelan has 75 pieces
8,000 pounds and requires

Indonesian instrument found
a home in the Music/Theatre

Building in January and debuted

during a March demonstration in

Boll Theatre by a Javanese gamelan
master, followed by a performance
by the UD Javanese gamelan
ensemble in April.

plaything for the rich to a symbol
shaped American life since the

days when the internal combustion
engine slugged it out with steam
and electric engines to become

the industry standard. Read more

about one of our national passions
beginning on Page 18.

up there with computers, books

gear. A record number of students,
658, applied to study overseas or

embark on service projects in other
countries this academic year.

Among their experiences: studying
Spanish in Segovia, Spain, and

improving the efficiency of woodburning stoves in India.

housing available for Reunion
when registration opened in

April. Lucky key holders stayed in

Marianist Hall and Lawnview and
Garden apartments.

be fun enough, but Wordle’s

King said that day, “and the only

relationship, Father Norbert

Burns, S.M., has been taking

writers and readers get at the

the essentials of his Christian

heart of any document. Cut

Marriage class on the road to

and paste copy into Wordle’s

interface, and the Web site gives
you back a visual representation
based on the frequency the

alumni chapters, including

Dayton and Indianapolis so far.

He’s also initiating conversations
about our Marianist identity

individual words appear. The

with deans and others across

bigger a word, the more often it

appears and hence, the more your
document emphasizes it. Above,
this issue’s class notes.
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campus, helping us maintain our
institutional identity by putting
an institution to work.

thing uncertain about it is how

costly the segregationists will make

the funeral.” Audio and a transcript
are available on the film’s Web site.

“If medicine starts to have a shortage of surgeons, they don’t say, ‘Let’s
get people of lesser ability.’ In education, we lower the bar.”

— THOMAS J. LASLEY II, DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED
PROFESSIONS, QUOTED IN THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

“I wish I could go back, not to change
anything but to do it all over again.”

— T-SHIRT SEEN AT REUNION WEEKEND 2008

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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“Our passion is for American cars, and that’s expressed
in our car culture. Have you ever heard a song about a
Japanese car in the United States?”
— JOHN HEITMANN SPEAKING TO A FOX NEWS REPORTER

“You shouldn’t have to move out of your neighborhood to live
in a better one.”

— MAJORA CARTER, FOUNDER OF SUSTAINABLE SOUTH BRONX AND
KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT THE UNIVERSITY’S ANNUAL STANDER SYMPOSIUM

“Everyone seems so happy here.”

— ONE PROSPECTIVE PARENT TO
ANOTHER DURING A CAMPUS TOUR,
OVERHEARD NEAR ST. MARY HALL

CONVERSATION PIECES
What to see, hear, read, watch and pay attention to this quarter — at UD and beyond.

SUMMER 2009
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thinking globally

a day without an unlimited supply of electricity.

Hang your wet laundry to dry instead of using the

dryer. Wash dishes by hand and let them air dry. Nature will finish both of
these tasks in no time.

IMAGINE

a day without an abundant supply of digital or

electronic capabilities. Check your e-mail once (OK,

twice) per day. Allow 1 hour for news and information, then turn off the TV or
computer. Turn off the Blackberry and text messages for several hours. What
can you do instead? How about some face-to-face conversations?

IMAGINE

a day without prepared foods. No microwave or
canned meals. Clean, cut, combine and cook

yourself. Consider how nurturing ourselves has impact beyond consuming
calories.

DARYLL COLLINS

When storms and disasters deprive people in the United States of
resources, people count on them coming back, Bartley says. But in many
places, resources run out indefinitely or are rationed. Instead of hoarding,
people conserve. Bartley asks: “Would simplicity encourage us to moderate
our use of resources?”

IMAGINE
8

WHAT IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT HUMAN RIGHT?

History lecturer Karen Bartley’s parents, children of the Great Depression,
taught her to live within her means, largely without extravagance. After
Bartley earned her doctorate, she taught two years in Brazil. There, she
learned a lot more than Portuguese.

HOW TO LIVE SIMPLY
(and be a better global
citizen in the process)

IN SOFTBALL,
THOU SHALT
Junior outfielder Molly Meyer led the
Flyer softball team in base-stealing in
2008 and 2009. In 2007, she logged a
perfect 10-for-10 on steals. She offers
the following tips:
TIP 1: Set yourself up on the base like a track runner
on the blocks, with one foot on the bag and the
other behind. You'll want a quick start.
TIP 2: Watch your coach for the sign on every play.
When you get it, play it cool until it's time to run.
TIP 3: No turning back. Once the pitcher is in the
middle of her wind up, take off. Doubt or the slight-

IMAGINE

your feet, a bike or a bus can take you. What would

happen to our worlds socially and economically if we lived more locally?

The Most Important Human Right:
The right to be
To exist
To live

To breathe in and out
Ordained by God

Celebrated annually by recognition of birth
Endangered by inconvenience

Violated by injustice and the pursuit of
annihilation

Man’s inhumanity to man
Mourned at passing

—LISA M. BEYER ROWLEY ’83, Pawcatuck, Conn.

The right to life, the fulfillment of God’s will
that once conceived, each individual life will
continue uninterrupted … until that child

leaves the comfort and security of its mother’s

womb. Another human being is born, unique,
with an eternal soul, to give constant praise
and honor to our Lord and Savior.

—RICHARD J. AGOSTINELLI ’63,
Toluca Lake, Calif.

est hesitation will get you every time.
TIP 4: Run fast. Really fast. Once you get to the
base, slide around the tag. However, if you find it
necessary to knock over your opponent, you can

a day without a car. Your world is only as distant as

THE BIG QUESTION

EXPERT INSTRUCTION

stealing

always apologize later. But only if there's blood.
TIP 5: Did I mention watch your coach for the sign?
That’s unless you’re speedy and the coach has given
you the green light to steal on your own. In that case
— heck, you’d better be stealing on the next pitch.
TIP 6: The chemistry lab rule applies: Don't try this
at home — unless your coach insists, of course. It
almost never works.

Meyer and her teammates note that
these tips are for fast-pitch softball. Use
them at your own risk. Baseball and
recreational slow-pitch softball have
some different rules, though the basic
idea of stealing is generally the same.
Special note to the 150 or so Chicago
alumni who participate in the Flyer
kickball league: Thou shalt not. It's
against the rules.

Freedom of opportunity. In America, we have
been fortunate to have freedom to choose our

own path and have seen many people succeed
from humble beginnings.

—JIM GORE ’86, Cincinnati

Living in a country, Zimbabwe, where human
rights are not even considered, and we do not
have any education to talk about, as all the

that all individuals are equally important,

In the wake of the 60th
anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, this
is a natural question. In light of
what governments and groups of
people think is quite acceptable
to do to citizens and strangers,
this question is very relevant too.
Respect for the dignity of the
human person: That’s what I
would call the most important
human right. Most important,
because most basic. If this right
is respected, other rights come
along with it — the right to life,
the right to due process, the right
to food. If nations, governments,
schools and organizations across
the world decided they were
going to respect human dignity,
the welfare of men and women
everywhere would markedly
improve. This is due to all women
and men because they are each
cherished by God, made in God’s
image and given a unique human
vocation to carry
out in this
world.

teachers left, and no study materials, I would

tendency toward in-group perceived

superiority. Human society wouldn’t have

progressed without the evolution of the idea

The most important right in the world is

the right to worship the God of your choice,

without worry of government intervention or
reprisals.

—JOHN M. DICKENS ’63, St. Charles, Ill.

I believe the right to freedom of speech and

expression is the most important. … Without
the freedom to express one’s ideas, one’s

mind — the only truly individual and unique

thing that every human possesses — becomes

paralyzed. Without it, an individual becomes
nothing more than another organism devoid
of individuality. … Without the ability to

9

express one’s thoughts and emotions through
speech, expression through actions — usually
violence — becomes the only alternative.

—ROGER ALAN CZULEWICZ ’95,
Green Bay, Wis.

The United Nations’ Universal Declaration on
Human Rights (1948) was formulated under

Eleanor Roosevelt’s wise coordination along
Jeffersonian lines. … Its third article simply

states, “Everyone has the right to life, liberty

and the security of person.” However, neither
the Declaration nor Jefferson ranks these

Similar practical problems arise when trying

—AMANDA CHISVO, Harare, Zimbabwe

between this principle and the natural

—KURT HOFFMANN, University of Dayton
Environmental Sustainability Manager

rank the importance of earth, wind or water.

the right to education.

our belief structure as Americans is caught

equally responsible for the good of the many.

rights by importance any more than we could

say that the most important human right is

The right to equal treatment. Fundamentally,

should have equal treatment and should be

to rank body and soul, life and choice, church

—JOHN A.
MCGRATH, S.M.

University Professor of
Faith and Culture

and state. These parts of the whole must work

together if each is to be effective. On the other
hand, I think to improve one of these rights is
to improve them all to some degree, as when

raining on a section of a lake raises the level of
the entire body of water.

—DONALD WIGAL ’55, New York City

WE WANT YOUR ANSWER TO NEXT ISSUE’S QUESTION:

“What do you know now that you wish you’d known at graduation that you’d share with students today?”
E - M A I L YO U R A N S W E R T O M AGA Z I N E @ U DA Y T O N . E D U
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FLIGHT DECK

News from campus and beyond

Milestone
graduation
10

Twenty new doctors of physical therapy were among more than 300 graduate students —
including eight other doctoral candidates — receiving advanced degrees this May.
More than 1,400 students picked up undergraduate diplomas.
With a combined total of 1,770 students receiving degrees, this year’s ceremonies are believed
by registrar officials to be the largest graduation in the University’s history. This is the second year the
University has held separate graduate and undergraduate commencement ceremonies.
The doctor of physical therapy program was created in 2006 with financial assistance from the Greater
Dayton Area Hospital Association to fill a gap when the only local program offering a master’s in physical
therapy closed. Entry is highly competitive with 210 applications for 35 open spots in each class.

AROUND CAMPUS
Thrice an alumnus,
once a provost
When Joe Saliba came from Lebanon to UD, he liked it so much he
stayed to earn three degrees — a
bachelor’s, a master’s and a Ph.D.

Education’s really wired
The School of Education and Allied Professions has made U.S. News
& World Report’s list of the 20 largest
online graduate programs in education.
The school offered its first online

in civil engineering — in six years.

graduate program in 2001. Four have

The liking was mutual. So Saliba

been added since; another is in devel-

stayed on to teach in the depart-

opment. Class sizes are limited to 22

ment of civil engineering and engi-

students, said Jim Rowley, executive

neering mechanics and to become

director of UD’s Institute for Technol-

chair of that department in 1996,

ogy-Enhanced Learning, to ensure

dean of the School of Engineering

students experience the same sense of learning community that

in 2004 and now provost, the chief

residential students do.

MEDIA HIT
BUILD A BETTER FUEL
CELL

Science magazine on Feb. 6
published findings of Liming
Dai and fellow scientists on
a cheaper, longer-lasting fuel
cell. Dai holds the Wright
Brothers Institute Endowed
Chair in Nanomaterials at
UD. After Science, billed
as “the world’s leading
journal of original scientific
research, global news, and
commentary,” published the
findings, the story was picked
up by numerous publications
including the MIT Technology
Review and Nature.

academic officer of the University.

IN MEMORIAM

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

Bud Cochran, 82, professor emeritus of English, died April 16 … Joyce Durham, 69, professor emerita of
English, died Jan. 31. … Charles Kimble, 65, professor of psychology, died March 19. … Ellie Kurtz ’47, first
director of Kennedy Union and founder of Christmas on Campus, died Jan. 16 at the age of 82. … Sue
Wesselkamper, 66, president of Chaminade University in Honolulu and UD trustee, died Jan. 3.

SUMMER 2009

RECOGNIZED
Lackner Awards
These awards named for Brother Elmer Lackner, S.M., are presented annually by the Rector’s Council to two full-time faculty or staff members who have, over time, made noteworthy contributions to the Catholic and Marianist nature of the University.

If soccer doesn’t pan out, become a provost

Blame it on the Marianists

Before coming to the University of Dayton to study, receive three
degrees and pursue an academic career that now sees
him as UD’s chief academic officer, provost, Joe Saliba
left war-torn Lebanon — the land of his ancestors for
two millennia — and went to Bordeaux, France, to try
out for a soccer team.
That didn’t work out.
But while in France, Saliba kept in touch with Mary
— the Blessed Mother to whom, when he was born, his
grandmother had prayed for intercession after his mother lost a child a short time before. Regularly in Bordeaux
he walked by the Madeleine, where Father William Joseph Chaminade had co-founded the first Marianist lay
faith community. And in France, he visited Lourdes. “I promised the Blessed
Mother,” he said, “that I would one day return with my children.” He did.
But it has only been for short intervals that he has left UD.
As a colleague said of him, “It would be hard to find anyone else so
thoroughly devoted to the University.”

Susan Ferguson ’75, director of the Center for Catholic Education, sometimes apologizes for her effusiveness when sharing her
affection for the University of Dayton and the Society of
Mary. “I can’t help it,” she says. “UD and the Marianists
made me who I am.”
“If you think about the Lackner Award as set aside
for people who emulate Mary, that’s what she does,”
said Maura Donahue, director of UD’s Program for
Christian Leadership, of Ferguson. “She’s quiet and
caring, with a very gentle manner. One great mystery
of the charism is the role of hospitality in forming a
community around shared values. Susan is always open
to meeting, to talking about issues, bringing people to
the table and including all the voices that need to be there.”
Part of Feguson’s motivation may stem from a belief developed during
her time teaching in the School of Education and Allied Professions. “Seeing God in each person,” she said, “and seeing that God gave that person
potential — that’s the role of the teacher.”

The Marianist Service Award

Alumni Awards for Teaching and Scholarship

Each year this award honors two full-time staff members whose behavior over a
significant number of years exemplifies UD’s Catholic and Marianist character.

The award recipients, chosen by the Faculty Awards Committee, each receive
$3,000, funded by the University’s National Alumni Association.

Caring – and showing it

Embodying the charism

As benefits manager, Beth
Schwartz shares in great joys — job
offers, raises, parenthood and retirement — and great sorrows — terminal illnesses, deaths of colleagues
or loved ones,
families in turmoil, retirements postponed.
So, when
Father Paul
Marshall,
S.M.,
came
to her on an
important
matter — unbeknownst to her, the Marianist
Service Award — she was prepared
for bad news.
Schwartz was humbled.
“I like that I can care about
the people I work with,” she said.
“In the corporate world, you don’t
really get up and give a person a
hug. I appreciate the opportunity
to be able to care about people
and to show it, to give them a hug
or to hand them a Kleenex.”

From the time photographer
Larry Burgess left the newspaper
business to join UD in 1990, his
work has put a human face on the
Marianist spirit, said Teri Rizvi of
University
communications.
It’s visible
not only in
the images he
captures of
the UD community, but in
the manner
in which he
captures
them, she said.
“He’s a model of selflessness
and humility,” Rizvi said. “Whether
he’s photographing the president
or a groundskeeper, he treats all
with respect. Through the lens of
his camera, Larry has chronicled
campus life for nearly two decades,
capturing moments in time that
reflect a university that respects
its heritage and the gifts of its
people.”

Save energy, ensure
the future

Improve teaching,
enhance learning

Kelly Kissock, professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering, according to the citation for
his Alumni Award in Scholarship,
is “helping secure the energy future of the United States and the
world.” Holding 19 copyrights for
widely used energy software applications and publishing widely, he
has received more than $3.4 million
in externally funded contracts and
grants.
As director of the Department of
Energy-sponsored Industrial Assessment Center
at UD, he has
performed
more
than
300 industrial
and commercial building energy
assessments, which have helped
manufacturers save more than
$4 million and reduced carbon dioxide emissions by millions of pounds.

Stephen Wilhoit, associate
professor of English and winner of
the Alumni Award in Teaching, not
only teaches well himself but also
helps others to do so. With his work
in the Learning Teaching Center, he
is a leader in faculty development
programming, influencing how
students are taught across disciplines — through several events,
workshops and other programs.
Within
the English
department,
he led efforts
to improve
the introductory composition courses
and brought
innovations
to graduate
teaching assistant education. Among his numerous publications are three textbooks, two on writing and one on
training teaching assistants.
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THE ECONOMY

At RISE IX, where top financiers speculated on the battered and beleaguered economy, CNBC financial cor-

respondent Steve Liesman looked out at the youthful, dark-suited audience and delivered a hopeful message:
half-full.
“You

may

involved

in

statistics, lost 400,000 jobs

pages of the paper,

in the last two years. But
the 10 University of Dayton

ing about this story,
out

and

touches

In managing the fund,
did

“much,

than

seem like dark days for

said

after quarter, year after year
— and now for 10 straight
years — their performance
is just outstanding,” he said
of the students of the Richard
P. and Susan P. Davis Center
Management.

Over the past 10 years, the
student fund outperformed
benchmark

benefit of $105,000 to a
marketing firm, $70,000

but I think they are ex-

this room are going to be able to be a part of that. It’s going to be tough when you get out, but the industry is
going to re-form itself.”

RISE, short for Redefining Investment Strategy Education, is the largest student investment forum in the

index,

the

Standard and Poor’s 500, by
2.13 percent per year.
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to a tool company and
$25,000 to a welding
company.

RISE X is March 18-20, 2010. See http://rise.udayton.edu.

SPEED MARKETING
Where do you
go to learn about
digital marketing?
To UD students,
apparently.
Students in
professor Irene
Dickey’s Internet
and e-marketing
classes offered
area business
professionals
a crash course
in nine digital
marketing
techniques. The
event filled the
Dayton Racquet
Club to its
capacity of 120.

SUMMER 2009

Managing
your money
Ralph Frasca, professor of
economics and
finance, wrote
the book on
personal finance
— literally. His
textbook Personal Finance:
an Integrated
Planning
Approach is
in its eighth
edition. He also has a blog, The
Personal Finance Chronicle, at
http://thepersonalfinancechronicle
.blogspot.com.
Some of his tips:
n Keep a financial journal to get
to know your expenses.
n Avoid ATM fees.
n Pay off credit cards each month.
n Don’t ever go without health
insurance.

‘If you cook it, they will come’
Not many people would chase their dream in a

portable kitchen — carrying 40 pounds of meat and

But after shoveling snow in those very conditions

fryer — increased The Monchon’s output to 80 sand-

snowstorm and below-zero temperatures at 3 a.m.
to sell 8-inch sandwiches in UD’s student neighborhood, Eduardo Arroyo ’06, pursuing a master’s in

MEDIA HITS
RISE SHINES ON
FED HEAD

wiches per night.

“The van made the guys look more profession-

al,” said Jacob Rosen, a sophomore majoring in ap-

they’d found their passion.

friends and I went (to The Monchon) almost every

ing a master’s in business administration, knew

The two entrepreneurs opened late-night sand-

wich business The Monchon in fall 2007. They wanted

plied mathematical economics. “Last year, all of my

weekend, and the place was packed with students
from 11:59 p.m. to 3 a.m.”

business goals, but they’ve added service as another

bring a business dream to reality.

business profits to FACE AIDS, a student campaign

jobs for students on campus; and to see if they could

With a canopy over their heads, one grill and a

table of ingredients from Sam’s Club, the two men

BAILOUT FALLOUT

of their earnings and personal money in a

started making chicken and steak sandwiches on

Stonemill Road in front of the former Rudy’s Fly-buy
at exactly 11:59 p.m. every weekend night.
“We didn’t have much, but a few stu-

dents came to try our sandwiches,” Perez
said. “Apparently they liked our idea.”

Sales grew to 20 and 40 sandwiches

per night that year, and last September,

the partners decided to expand the business, ditch the canopy and invest $20,000
military kitchen van from California.

“We actually ordered the van off eBay,

business focus. The entrepreneurs give 5 percent of
for fighting AIDS in Africa. They also donated more
than half the proceeds made during UD’s Relay for
Life April 18 to the American Cancer Society.

The two men agree success could not have hap-

pened without their invaluable partnership.

‘If you want to make
something big,
you’ve got to start
low and keep the
vision to overcome
challenges.’

“For us, a shared vision

was the key to success,” Perez said. “During hard times
and the frustrations of getting the business started, it

was good to have a partner to
remind the other of our original dream.”
They

remember

those

winter nights they sold sand-

hadn’t seen it or assessed its condition, and took

wiches in snowstorms.

completely unusable, but, if we wanted to grow, we

you want to make something big, you’ve got to start

quite a risk,” Arroyo said. “It could have turned out
had to take a chance.”

The investment paid off. Not only did it rescue

the businessmen from the cold, but the 20-by-18-foot

13

Not only have they accomplished all their original

and munch on good food; to generate well-paying

The March 26 speech
at the RISE forum
by Richard Fisher,
president and CEO of
the Federal Reserve
Bank of Dallas,
attracted coverage
from the Associated
Press, the Dow Jones
newswire, Reuters and
Bloomberg News. The
stories ran in more
than 200 outlets.
Former U.S. Securities
and Exchange
Commission
Chairman Harvey
Pitt spoke at a March
29 School of Law
symposium on the
economic bailout.
Nearly 500 outlets,
including Forbes and
BusinessWeek, picked
up the story.

complete with sinks, storage cabinets and a deep-

electrical engineering, and Adrian Perez ’07, pursu-

to create a place for students to mingle, share stories

world, routinely drawing more than 2,000 students, academics and professionals to campus each March.

the

Richard P. Davis ’77. “Quarter

its

could bring an annual

so many ways. It may

professional

managers,

Portfolio

recommendations that

that regard, we are going to be reshaping the entire financial industry in this country. All these young kids in

highly employable.

for

The city pointed to

many people’s lives in

tremely bright days. In

money

resources for growth.

so

endowment, found themselves

endowment’s

businesses with

and this story reaches

ment fund for the University’s

better”

which connects local

their brother is talk-

getting into the field,

much

BusinessFirst! partnership,

ploding on the front

where everybody and

students

successes of its

finance,

where finance is ex-

the

Dayton among the

interesting time to be

to U.S. Labor Department

12

cited by the city of

make the big salaries,”

The financial sector, according

a multimillion-dollar invest-

capstone students was

not

long before May’s graduation.

managed Flyer Investments,

The work of MBA

The glass is definitely

he said, “but what an

senior finance students who

FREE
CONSULTING

LAUREN TOMASELLA ’09

They all had jobs lined up

RISE Forum draws more than 2,000 to campus

JIM CROTTY

Students
beat S&P
benchmark

ENTREPRENEURS

“(Back then,) we were crazy,” Arroyo said. “But if

low and keep the vision to overcome challenges. That
was just how much we wanted to succeed.”

—RACHAEL BADE ’09

MORE Entrepreneurs
SUMMER 2009
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The
graduate’s
lament

Something for free won the $15,000 first prize in the School of Business Administration’s
Business Plan Competition. Alexander Göbel, an MBA student from
Augsburg, Germany, won for his plan for Free Copying 101, under
which students would get free copies, while advertisers pay printing
costs in exchange for an ad on the back of each sheet.
The project was mentored by Norm Orlowski, president of Just Business! Inc.
“With more than 4,000 universities in the U.S.,
there are nearly 18 million potential customers,”
said Dean McFarlin, chair of the management and
marketing department and NCR Professor of Global
Leadership Development.
Other winners included an LED grow light system,
an LED cone for highway and other construction, a
radio frequency identification tagging system and
a fishing net that would help a single fisherman land a 40-pound
muskie.
Fifty-seven teams in the competition, which was launched in
2006, competed for more than $35,000 in prize money. With the
Crotty Center for Entrepreneural Leadership, UD is rated among
the top five undergraduate entrepreneurship programs in the U.S. by Entrepreneur
magazine and The Princeton Review.

Four years ago Jessi Neff was working at

the counter of the Stuart Landing snack bar.

ADRIAN EARHART ’10

Planning the business

FRANK PAUER

WINNERS

and making the second round for the first time
in 19 years.
He also finished with high praise from his
coach, Brian Gregory, who told reporters after
that second-round game, “We wouldn’t be playing here if it wasn’t for Charles Little.”
Talking of his lone senior, Gregory said

Graduation day for Charles Little and

that the Flyers’ playing in Minneapolis that day

his fellow seniors came on May 3. But ear-

“speaks volumes for where he’s come as a

lier endings came for other parts of their

man. Because he has grown up. He will gradu-

UD experiences — the last class, the last

ate in May. He will go overseas probably and

test and, for Little, the last game, a loss to

play professionally. … He’s a guy that is fun to

Kansas in the second round of the NCAA

be around and is, you know, going to be a big

Division I men’s basketball championship

part of this program because that’s what we do

tournament.

now. Our former players are actively involved.”

Little, the only senior on the team,

Little, as he spoke to the reporters, put into

finished his career having played more

words the thoughts of tens of thousands of UD

games than all but two men players in the

on the all-time scoring list with 996 points. He

compiling a 27-8 record, making the program’s

seniors as they reached graduation: “It just

history of Flyer basketball. He finished 41st

finished on a team that was highly successful,

first NCAA tournament appearance since 2004

sucks that it’s over.”

AMONG THE

WINNERS
The

men’s

and

women’s

basketball

The University of Dayton Arena has

a financial one, that is.

teams as well as the football, men’s and

now hosted more NCAA Division I

women’s golf, women’s

Writing the bible

Men’s Basketball Championship

soccer, men’s tennis

Today she’s contemplating writing a bible —

After an undergraduate career with

games, 82, than any other venue

Flyer Enterprises, the senior finance major

— site of the 2009 opening round

ness’ seven divisions for 2009-10, a job she

round games — has hosted one

was named CEO of the student-run busiwill undertake while pursuing an MBA.

Among her goals is to standardize processes across the operation and then, she says,

to write “a bible of financial processes.”
Such a guide would address Flyer Enter-

prises’ greatest challenge — the annual

and women’s indoor

currently used. The UD Arena
game as well as first- and secondgame less than the Kansas City
Municipal Auditorium, which has
not hosted an NCAA Division I
tournament game since 1964.

Finishing 21-14, the UD women’s basketball team (with a 70-55 defeat of Oakland)
won its first postseason game since
becoming a Division I program. The
Flyers’ 20th win of the season had been

track teams received

an overtime upset of nationally ranked

NCAA Public Rec-

Xavier in the quarterfinals of the Atlantic

ognition

Awards

for their Academic Progress Rate scores. Each team posted a multiyear APR in the top 10 percent of its sport.
Only 19 of the 331 NCAA Division I schools had
more than eight teams cited.

15

UD women finish at 21-14
ER IK SCHELKUN

14

ENTREPRENEURS

10 Conference tournament.
Right, Freshman forward Justine
Raterman — who led the Flyers
in scoring, rebounding and steals
— was named the Atlantic 10
Conference Rookie of the Year.

transition of senior leadership.

“We want to sustain Flyer Enterprises

for years to come,” Neff said. “We have

MEDIA HITS

pass it along to the next leaders.” Un-

Media nationwide mentioned the “University of Dayton” or “Dayton Flyers” about 2,700 times
during the first week of March Madness. The New York Times alone had 15 mentions. From a town
that follows basketball, sports columnist Mark Story of the Lexington (Ky.) Herald-Leader wrote:
“University of Dayton Arena. If there is a better venue in which to watch college basketball than this
quirky little gem of a gym, I haven’t seen it.”

to record all of our knowledge so we can

documented errors are lessons at risk of

repetition, she says, and undocumented successes are missed opportunities.
Flyer Enterprises has annual sales of $1.4 million.
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CREATIVITY

AROUND THE WORLD

“Barren Bowls,” a spring ArtStreet exhibit,

‘Something
bigger than me’
465
2003-04

475

622

614

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

629

658*

weeks by Ellen Schneider, right, not as part
of required coursework or observation,

2008-09

but as part of the
fine arts edu-

to volunteer,” said Katrina Duckett, a senior

2007-08

cation
jor’s

biochemistry major, who expects to be as-

MORE STUDENTS STUDY ABROAD

242
2001-02

Schneider

*estimate

Record number of
Fulbright winners

versity near Ramallah in the Palestinian Territories. He’ll spend
ren Scholarship from the Institute of International Education;
the scholarships are funded by the National Security Education Program.

Sara Stroti, a senior majoring in teacher educa-

According to John McCombe, associate director of the

tion and German, and Jessica

University of Dayton’s honors program, “Traditionally, schools

ate student, each are heading
to Germany. Meghan Manning, a senior majoring in
teacher education with an

Stroti

emphasis in special educa-

Mueller

tion, is going to Korea. All

Manning

three will teach English.
The students will leave in

health

care.

with strong foreign service programs such as Georgetown and
George Washington have dominated these awards.”

On the inside
looking out
Zac Sideras stands by the
wall around the Palestian
city of Qalqilyia.

want

provides

SUMMER 2009

or

taking

ing her own art including “Caged #2,”

University Honors Program Art Exhibition

(on display in Alumni Hall 125 through Oct. 31).

17

Caitlin McCauley, a senior visual design

major, won best-of-show honors in this year’s

Horvath Exhibition for her work “The Injustice

Files,” a print-medium piece based in form on

photographer Taryn Simon’s The Innocents, a book

serves in Guatemala having graduated in in-

about 45 men who were convicted in the criminal

justice system and later exonerated. In her project,

ternational studies and business leadership,

McCauley highlighted six ways the criminal justice sys-

tem fails the accused.

“It’s almost hard not to get involved in ser-

The Horvath Exhibition, a juried show that started in 1975,

is made possible through a memorial gift to UD from Josephine Horvath in honor
of her husband, Bela Horvath, a Hungarian realist
painter who came to UD after fleeing his home

MEDIA HIT

University of Dayton students about

tions to study-abroad programs.

teaching

below, which won best of show in the

According to Maureen Knorring ’07, who

This academic year has seen a record 658

contrast to a nationwide decline in applica-

or

courses, Ellen Schneider was creat-

23rd among medium-sized schools.

language daily in China, talked to

ahead of the previous year’s record pace, in

When not working on her

thesis

20 alumni serving in 2008 ranked UD as

China Daily, the largest English-

seas experience at the University is 5 percent

the art-making process.

Peace Corps since its founding in 1961. The

ment and language instruction opportunities.

seas for study and service. Enrollment in over-

vestigating whether learning

activities support students in

the University of Dayton have served in the

travel and living expenses as well as enrich-

University of Dayton students traveling over-

cul-

pot-

conducted research in-

Three hundred and sixteen alumni of

vice at UD.”

with

tery creation and

to

doorway.”

in their host countries. The
award

ture

bigger than me, and the Peace Corps is the

August and spend 10 months
Fulbright

combining

African

something that is

Senior Zac Sideras spent the spring semester at Birzeit Uni-

versity of Dayton students have been awarded

Mueller, a psychology gradu-

with

oped a unit

be involved in

From the West Bank to Egypt
the fall term in Egypt as a recipient of a 2009-10 David L. Bo-

Fulbright scholarships for international study.

assisting

“I

For the first time in a single year, three Uni-

devel-

and science and

Number of University of Dayton students traveling abroad for study or service

ma-

hon-

ors thesis.

signed to sub-Saharan Africa, teaching math

2002-03
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gels School in Dayton who were taught for 14

“I have always felt that I had a calling

373

16

featured the work of students from Holy An-

their experiences studying in Amer-

country.

Looking forward
A new eight-week summer arts program

ica. “I’m meeting new people,” said

will bring professional artists to Dayton

MBA student Yvonne Zhou ’07, “go-

to work with local young people in creat-

ing beyond my comfort zone, taking

ing art. The Blue Sky Project — founded

calculated risks — the list goes on

in 2004 in a Chicago suburb — has made

and on.”

Dayton a permanent home after forming a
partnership with the University of Dayton.
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SNAPSHOT

PREACHING HISTORY

T

he blue and
yellow cast
aluminum
historical
marker just
outside the
6th Street
entrance of
Philadelphia’s Mother Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church
offers only a hint of the legacy
facing Mark Kelly Tyler ’06 when
he was named the church’s 52nd
pastor last fall:
Founded on ground purchased by Richard Allen
in 1787, this congregation is the mother church
of the African Methodist
Episcopal denomination.
The present structure,
erected 1889, replaces
three earlier churches on
this site.
“This site,” as the marker so
dryly puts it, is the oldest parcel
of land continuously owned by
African-Americans in the United
States. Allen began preaching
on the site in 1794; in 1816, he
founded the AME denomination
and was elected its first bishop.
Among those to have preached
from the pulpit here over the centuries are Frederick Douglass
and Lucretia Mott. The church
was a stop on the Underground
Railroad.
As if that history weren’t
daunting enough, all Tyler need
do to remind himself of the shoulders he is standing on is walk

ED WHEELER
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down the steps to the church’s
basement, where the Richard
Allen Museum is located. Just off
a corner is a small room lined
with white tile; in the center of the
room sits a sarcophagus holding
the remains of Allen and his wife,
Sarah.
Talk about a tough act to
follow.
“I keep thinking I’m dreaming and that somebody will wake
me up one day,” Tyler says. “It
doesn’t even seem real — it really doesn’t.”
u u u
Though it is only Wednesday,
Tyler is dressed immaculately
in a three-button, gray pinstripe
suit, crisp white shirt, and green
paisley bowtie as he sits in his
office at Mother Bethel and discusses the path that led him to
the epicenter of his denomination. His shaved head and neatly
trimmed beard and mustache,
flecked with gray, lend an authority to his words, delivered in
a resonant but never loud voice
that reflects Tyler’s quiet poise.
At this point in his career, Tyler figured he’d be somewhere
else — likely leading a seminary,
not running a church. He had begun preaching in his hometown
of Oakland, Calif., just before
graduating from high school, and
continued while attending college
in Atlanta and graduate school
in Wilberforce, Ohio. After grad
school Tyler continued to serve
as a pastor, moving from Ohio to
the West Coast to Missouri and
back to the Coast again. But his
interests lay elsewhere, and in
2000, he returned to Ohio and enrolled in Dayton’s Ph.D. program
in educational leadership.
After earning his doctorate,
Tyler and his family moved east,
and he began working at the New
Brunswick (N.J.) Theological

Seminary. Soon the local AME
bishop assigned him to a small
church in West Chester, Pa., a
western suburb of Philadelphia,
and then to a church in Camden,
just across the Delaware River in
New Jersey. The church hierarchy was becoming aware of Tyler’s vast interest in history and
in promoting the AME church’s
legacy; his dissertation was titled
Bishop Daniel Alexander Payne
of the African Methodist Episcopal Church: The Life of a 19th
Century Educational Leader,
1811-1865, and he had started a
blog, Tyler’s AME History Notes
(markkellytyler.blogspot.com),
which gained increasing prominence during his campaign for
the national church’s official
historiographer post. Though he
lost to the 20-year incumbent —
“an AME institution,” Tyler calls
him — it was by just a handful
of votes, much to everyone’s
surprise.
The defeat was merely the
first domino to fall. Immediately
after the historiographer election, the church elected its bishops, and the pastor at Mother

Bethel, like Tyler the longest of
long shots, won, leaving everyone wondering who should take
the reins at the denomination’s
founding church. Many pointed
to Tyler’s immersion in church
history as the perfect qualification, and four months later, in the
autumn of 2008, he got the call.
“I look back at where I come
from, and to actually land here
— nobody ever thinks, as a pastor, that you’ll ever pastor this
church,” he says. “It just means
so much to AME preachers
around the world. It is just such
a unique honor.”
u u u
Tyler is respectful of Mother
Bethel’s astounding legacy, but
rather than allowing himself to
be smothered by it, he seeks to
continue it. He refers to Allen and
other figures from the denomination’s early days as innovators —
African-Americans with the boldness and vision to launch a black
church when virtually no one
could conceive of such a thing.
Later, in a move that divided the

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>
FREEDOM’S PROPHET: BISHOP RICHARD ALLEN, THE AME CHURCH, AND THE
BLACK FOUNDING FATHERS
Richard S. Newman

A highly readable 2008 biography of the AME church’s founder, Richard Allen.
MOTHER BETHEL
http://motherbethel.org

The newly updated Web site of the second-oldest black congregation in the United
States includes a virtual tour of Tyler’s church and the Richard Allen Museum.
RICHARD ALLEN MUSEUM
419 S. Sixth St., Philadelphia

The collection, housed on Mother Bethel’s lower level, includes Allen’s Bible, tickets
to early 19th-century prayer services, muskets used by an all-black regiment in the
defense of Philadelphia during the War of 1812 and the church’s first pulpit, carved by
Allen’s hands and once on display at the Smithsonian, as well as other treasures.
DOCUMENTING THE AMERICAN SOUTH
http://docsouth.unc.edu/

The repository, housed at the University of North Carolina, includes free digital editions of Bishop Richard Allen’s autobiography and Bishop Daniel Payne’s History of
the AME Church. It is an “extremely beneficial Web site for students of early black
American history,” says Tyler.

church, its leaders required that
clergy be educated so that they
could read the Bible and fully
understand that which they were
preaching. Similar vision is needed in current times, Tyler says.
“We need an education that
is relevant for today,” he points
out. Tyler notes that while literacy
has long ceased being an issue,
the church should do more to
prepare its pastors for the complexities they face now: financial affairs and stewardship, for
example.
“You walk into a church like
this with a budget that’s almost
$1 million, and we just pray to
God that you know something
about finance or that you picked
it up along the way by osmosis,”
he says. “I argue that if we understand the historical fight of the
1840s, the fight today ought to be
about preparing people for the
job that we ask them to do, and
tied to that deeply is the issue of
leadership.”
As Tyler stands each week
at the pulpit and looks out at the
curving pews that extend backward, at the crimson-rimmed
balcony that lines the sides and
back of the church, at the heavenly light filtering in through the
gorgeous stained glass windows,
he thinks of his innovative predecessors and tells his congregation that they should continue to
move forward.
“The great thing about history, and I just said this Sunday in
a sermon, is that those who went
before us would never try to get
us to stand still and to live in the
world that they lived in,” he says.
“We can’t just sit back and wait
for someone else to do for us; we
really have to be on the cutting
edge. To me, that’s the best way
that you honor that legacy.”

19

—THOMAS W. DURSO

Thomas W. Durso is a freelance writer
in Philadelphia.
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LOVE LETTER

Left: John Heitmann with his 1971 Porsche 911T Targa: “There are many new conditions
in the auto industry for which there are no past analogies.”

AMERICA’S
AFFAIR
WITH THE
AUTOMOBILE

20

21

This guy loves cars. And, while not working on his, he
wrote a book about the rest of us Americans who have
had — and will have again — a love affair with the
automobile.
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BY THOMAS M. COLUMBUS
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“Until the 1950s Americans, and particularly
car companies, paid little attention to
the problem of automobile safety,” John
Heitmann writes. “The typical American
automobile had dashboards with numerous
hard protrusions, no seatbelts, poor brakes
and tires, non-collapsible steering columns,
doors that opened on impact, soft seats and
suspension systems, and windshield glass
that shattered easily. These features were
the consequence of manufacturer neglect,
consumer preferences, the psychology of
driving, and the failure of government to
further public interest.”

My history is much better than my futur-

It’s great fun. It gets great evaluations. More

many new conditions in the auto industry for

Even the worst papers are interesting. One of

ology. We do learn from the past. But there are
which there are no past analogies. It is more
globally

connected.

Technology

changes.

Government is more involved — there wasn’t

much government oversight of the auto industry until the late 1950s.

With those caveats, what does your knowledge of the past and observation of the present lead you to say about the future?
There is a kind of creative destruction in

the auto industry now. As it dies and is re-
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What will be the role of the
automobile in the future life
of Americans is a matter

About 10 years ago, I began to teach that

senior seminar on the automobile and Ameri-

can life. The first time I did, it was a history of
business and technology.

Then I moved to include
film,

music,

literature,

art. I didn’t know much

about them; I’m not a cul-

of the recently published The

not a role I wanted. For a long time, I didn’t

seen Rebel Without a Cause

history and holder of the Alumni

What changed that?
A number of faculty members have sat

in on my senior seminar on the automobile

and American life. One of them, Ed Garten,

Chair in Humanities at the Uni-

helped me with a number of classes. He was

versity of Dayton. This spring he

related to the auto industry. Historians don’t

talked with University of Dayton

ism.

Magazine about automobiles
and about Americans.

far more interested in contemporary matters
like to work near the present — that’s journal-

Are there particular difficulties with being
an expert for the media about the auto industry?

award from the Society of Automotive Histori-

ans. An essay by Cajka on pioneer labor leader

Richard T. Frankensteen ’32 appears in this
issue of University of Dayton Magazine on Pages
22-23.]

doesn’t deal just with what has been written.

been in the past is the subject

want to get too close to the present.

1965” won the 2008 student paper of the year

Your Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins is in the history of science. How did you move to writing
a book that is largely about culture?

Why the shift?

just turned one down with Radio Jamaica. It’s

tural Impact of the Automobile in Ebony, 1945-

students in areas we don’t know anything

never thought I’d have so many interviews. I

role. I thought, “I don’t have a public role.” I

dillacs, and Civil Rights: The Social and Cul-

painful.

Chair, a colleague mentioned the job’s public

by John Heitmann, professor of
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fortable role. When I first became Alumni

prize. [Editor’s note: Cajka’s “Consumers, Ca-

Is there a central purpose to the seminar?

of much conjecture. What it has

Automobile and American Life,
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A: Dealing with the media is an uncom-

the best — by Peter Cajka ’08 — won a national

born, there will be a lot of opportunities for
young people. For older people, it’s going to be

Q: In your book you have a warning: “Be
wary of historians who claim that they can
look into their crystal balls and see the future.” Yet, as journalists around the world
write about today’s turmoil in the auto industry and try to see the future, they seek you
out as a source. Do you enjoy that?

than half the students do very good work.

tural historian.

My students had never

or Thunder Road. Some had

heard of Steve McQueen,
but only a few had seen Bullitt. They knew of McQueen

because of the Lightning
McQueen character in the

Disney movie Cars. Then

To create new knowledge. I challenge the

about. And that is reflected in the book. It

What does the book deal with?
It’s not an auto buff history. It’s not just

about cars. I do love technology and beautiful

aesthetics in auto design. But I’m really inter-

‘There is a kind of
creative destruction
in the auto industry
now. As it dies and
is reborn, there will
be a lot of opportunities for young
people. For older
people, it’s going to
be painful.’

we added films from the 1930s including seri-

als and documentaries. They were a big deal
then, but nobody had written about them.

What sort of writing do you have the students do?
They do long papers. I assign topics I want

to learn more about. I get some great papers.

ested in human beings,
their daily lives and how
the auto fits into those

lives. The automobile has

profoundly shaped our everyday lives. It’s had an ef-

fect similar to that of the
communication

revolu-

tion. The automobile has
changed how we use our

time, the pace of our lives.

Over the last 10 to 15 years,
historians of technology
have been focusing more
on culture.

In what way?

They are looking at how culture shapes

society in its choices about technology. With

the automobile we have chosen a technology
that kills up to 40,000 people per year. In two

years that’s more than the number of U.S.
deaths in the entire Vietnam War. We don’t do
that with any other technology, except maybe
handguns.

The historian as media
expert: a chronicle
As financial crisis hit automobile makers,
John Heitmann — Alumni Chair in the
Humanities and lover of cars — moved
beyond being a teacher and a scholar
to being an expert for the mass media
in their search to put the automotive
industry’s problems in perspective. A
selection from the last several months of
Heitmann in the news:
“It’s a pretty safe bet that Detroit is not
going to be Motown in the very near
future,” said John Heitmann, a professor
at the University of Dayton who studies
the auto industry.
—wsj.com (The Wall Street Journal)
“We can’t really compete when we have
those kinds of contracts,” he says. “It’s the
health care, it’s the seniority, and it’s the
work rules. In flush times, when life was
good and you could sell many different
vehicles and particularly trucks at very high
profits, GM could survive like that. But it
was just a matter of time before things
caught up with them.”
—National Review Online
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[On why auto executives occasioned more
animosity than bankers]
The reason for the more personal debate
is that consumers have a very different
relationship with car companies, said John
Heitmann, a professor of history at the
University of Dayton in Ohio.
“The bankers were only excessively
greedy for the past 10 to 15 years,”
he said. “Detroit Three management
has been inept and greedy — with the
exception of former Chrysler chairman Lee
Iacocca — for about 50 years.”
—McClatchy News Service
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It’s topics like these that the seminar students cover?
Yes. And so do students in a larger class

that enrolls about 35 students, mostly busi-

ness and engineering majors. (The seminar
ranges from about 12 to 17 students.) The larger class writes shorter papers. But I challenge

them as well to write on something that’s never been written on. So we’ve had papers on the
automobile and suicide (from which I learned

there is a statistical jump in auto accidents
after an apparent suicide), on drinking and

driving (a topic long ignored), the use of autos

in crime, and women pioneers related to automobiles. The students are teaching me. And

I’m teaching them about creating new knowl-

Courtesy of The Detroit News

edge — which is at the heart of a university.

Do your interests in the automobile and culture extend beyond America?
Certainly to my 1971 Porsche 911T Targa.

And with the UD Summer Study Abroad Program this summer in Leipzig, Germany, I’m

teaching European Automotive History and

Technology. There are three other faculty
(Becky Blust and Sean Falkowski of engineer-
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“In 1930,” Heitmann

“The Battle of the Overpass” outside a Ford plant in Dearborn, Mich.,

rick they thought would capture a successful public demonstration.

Courtesy of the Walter P. Reuther Library

of UAW doctor Eugene Sharfman. Bloodied and bruised, the men sat

put sympathetic images of the United Auto Workers on newspaper front

Kanter, Frankensteen and Kennedy continued to smile as the first

for a photo shoot by Freeman. Frankensteen was quite the actor, having

pages across the nation. At the heart of the incident was the beating of

snapshot captured three of Ford’s gangsters approaching. Only Reuther

written and directed three musicals during his undergraduate career

Richard Frankensteen ’32.

seemed concerned. A voice yelled, “This is private property! Get the hell

at UD. This performance was simple. For the sake of exposing Ford’s

out of here!” Forty Ford men quickly circled the UAW men, and the attack

brutality, he posed with Reuther in a sympathetic picture. Reuther stares

began. Reuther and Frankensteen were its main targets. They looked at

at Frankensteen, blood smeared on his shirt, hair disheveled and jacket

After being recognized by General Motors and the Chrysler Corp.,

each other and turned to run, but as Frankensteen later recalled, “I felt

missing. Over the next decade the two would vie for the leadership of

the United Automobile Workers turned next to the Ford Motor Co. Accord-

a thud on the back of my head and looked around, and a volley of blows

the UAW.

ing to the UAW, the 1930s speed-up and stretch-out of the assembly line

rained in on me.” Frankensteen, a former football tackle for UD coach

took a toll on Ford workers. During the Depression, Henry Ford’s legend-

Harry Baujan, put up a spirited fight.

Union man

After the beatings of Frankensteen and the others, the Ford servicemen demanded the photo plates from the photographers at the scene.

ary paternalism had given way to militant security. To guard his posses-

Kilpatrick’s second photograph captures the labor-capital conflict

Kilpatrick handed them useless blank plates and fled with the real ones

sions and prevent unionization, Ford created a Service Department made

at its rawest. Four men work over Frankensteen as a fifth watches. Fran-

hidden. His efforts ensured that the world would see the “Battle of the

up of gangsters led by Harry Bennett.

kensteen’s coat is pulled up over his head, locking his arms in place.

Overpass.” For Frankensteen, the conflict was one of many in a long

The task of organizing the Ford workers was led by Richard T. Fran-

The shorter men punch him in the stomach and kidneys. Observer the

union career. But it would remain salient. He later recalled, “That one

kensteen ’32 and Walter Reuther, second and third from right, respective-

Rev. Raymond Sandford later said, “He was kicked in the groin and

incident — the sheer stupidity on the part of Bennett and his men —

ly.. Intent on avoiding direct conflict, they led a group of women in hand-

kidneys and knocked down. He was lifted to his feet and then knocked

did more to build the UAW in the auto industry than any other incident

ing out fliers reading “Unionism, not Fordism.” Reuther was so careful

down and beaten again.” One worker made sure to twist the heel of

in the history of labor organizing.”

as to give the women a map designating private and public property. As

his shoe in Frankensteen’s stomach. As the assault continued, Franken-

—PETER S. CAJKA ’08

planned, on May 26, 1937, they arrived at Ford’s River Rouge complex in

steen was pushed and kicked off the Miller Road overpass. He later

Peter Cajka, a graduate student at Marquette University, is a for-

Dearborn, Mich., just prior to a shift change. Reuther had invited a range

recalled “I was bounced, thrown, dragged and knocked down three

mer research assistant of John Heitmann and past resident of 421

of observers, including photographer James Kilpatrick of the Detroit

flights of stairs. At the first landing a new group was waiting and took

Lowes St. Cajka’s essay on Frankensteen, “University Man Turned Ur-

young women readers in the decades that

News. While the women prepared to pass out the fliers, Frankensteen,

up the assault.”

ban Politician: A New Perspective on Richard T. Frankensteen and the

followed.”

Reuther, Robert Kanter and J.J. Kennedy gathered on the Miller Road over-

When the attack ended, Detroit News photographer Arnold Free-

pass for a photograph. Clad in suits, they smiled for a picture by Kilpat-

man picked up Frankensteen and Reuther and drove them to the office

writes, “the Nancy
Drew mystery series
began

with

The

Secret of the Old
Clock, and young
Nancy drove a blue
roadster. … Scholars
have

interpreted

Nancy’s blue car as
a symbol of her independence, a message
that would be conveyed to millions of
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Politics of Building a Labor Community,” was the basis of his presentation at a graduate student conference at Loyola University in Chicago.
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“The Great Depression
was replete with many
ironies,

none

more

obvious to those living
at the time than the

The historian as media
expert: a chronicle

magnificent, extravagant
automobiles that were
being produced for a
privileged few during
a time of enormous dislocation. … The Duesenberg was the ultimate idol in a culture that
increasingly worshipped things, especially the automobile.”

ing technology and Art Mosher of languages)

and 16 students (all engineers). One of them

sion, more than just transportation. Can you
elaborate?

get to Germany early. There’s a big Porsche car

automobile, is ingrained in American culture,

has seven cars; some of them run. I want to

meet; I can meet Porsche nuts from all over Eu-

rope. And I plan on doing some driving, maybe
rent a Porsche Boxster … or maybe a 911 Carrera.

And besides driving and teaching UD students?
I’ll be giving talks to BMW management

in its books and movies and songs. Sam Phillips asserted that his Chess Records recording
of “Rocket 88” by Jackie Brenston and the Kings

of Rhythm in 1951 marked the birth of rock —

though in my book I claim the first true rock
’n’ roll song is Chuck Berry’s “Maybellene.”

on auto history and culture, on American cul-

Didn’t you once say you had never heard of a
song about a Japanese car?

ture, they will sell more cars.

cord is a Honda Accord. They don’t raise your

ture. I’ll argue that if they can get into our cul-

You obviously see the automobile as a pas-
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The automobile, generally the American

Yes. To me a Honda Accord is a Honda Ac-

blood pressure. But it was called to my atten-

tion that there is a 1977 Dr. Demento song,
“Making Love in a Subaru.” [Editor’s note:
Some quick research revealed that Subaru ex-

perience to be no blood-pressure-raising rival
to Prince’s “Little Red Corvette” and other rock
auto classics.]

Given the economic times, isn’t this passion
going to be something of the past?
I don’t think so. After we are past this, cars

will be back in our culture.

“Published in 1965, Unsafe at Any
Speed [by Ralph Nader] accused

SUMMER 2009

automotive engineers of disregarding

Cords and Duesenbergs and Lincolns and Cadillacs. But the sales

ethical principles and ignoring public

leader in the luxury car market was Packard. In Dayton, a restored

safety,” Heitmann writes. “During the

original Packard dealership — The Citizens Motorcar Co. — has become

1960 to 1964 model years, the Corvair

known as “America's Packard Museum.” The museum features over

could go out of control at 22 mph with

50 automobiles on display in the restored Art Deco showroom, service

a turning radius of 50 degrees and

department and pavilion. See http://www.americaspackardmuseum.org/.

front and rear tire pressure of 26 psi.”

LARRY BURGESS

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

In the 1930s, at the top end of the American automobile market were

We’re reprinting an excerpt from your book
describing your affection for your first two
cars, a 1959 MGA and a 1966 Ford Mustang. What other memorable cars have you
owned?
The worst was a Mercury Capri whose

clutch had to be continually replaced. No,
maybe the worst was my 1979 Malibu that

kept blowing transmissions. Then there was

the Karmann Ghia. It rusted a lot. I remem-

[On the closure of the General Motors
SUV plant in the Dayton suburb of
Moraine]
The plant closure nearly marks the
end of GM’s dominance in a town that
once housed five of the automaker’s
presidents in the late 1960s, said
John Heitmann, a history professor at
University of Dayton.
“Next to Detroit and Flint, this was
No. 3,” Heitmann said of the Dayton
area. “That’s a lot of power. This was a
great GM town.”
Heitmann said he had thought the
area’s skilled labor pool and favorable
geography would entice the automaker
to keep the plant open, but its future
was ultimately doomed by what he
called an outmoded product — the fuelguzzling SUV.
“The future of Dayton is certainly not in
the auto industry anymore,” Heitmann
said of the number of jobs in the
region’s auto production and auto parts
industries. “We’re kind of an historical
relic.”
—The Associated Press
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[On how the auto industry and Ohio’s
economy might affect the presidential
election.]
“All kinds of politicians from both parties
have come to Dayton and have always
said that they would deal with economic
issues, like unemployment, in Ohio
and in Dayton. And it seems like very
little has been done. So, they’re here to
get votes, but then we don’t see them
again.”
—ABC World News with Charles Gibson
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James Dean, the iconic star of Rebel Without a Cause
(1955), died in an automobile accident in a Porsche 550
Spyder, like that shown here. Dean’s Porsche, later sold
for parts, rolled off a truck and broke a mechanic’s legs.
A doctor, Heitmann writes, who “bought the Dean

The historian as media
expert: a chronicle

engine and installed it in his Porsche … died in a fiery

[On the demise of Pontiac]
John Heitmann, a University of Dayton
historian recognized for his work on the
U.S. auto industry, said what will be lost
with fewer dealers is what he called the
“personal touch” — dealers getting
to know individual customers and their
needs.
Said Heitmann, “The mega-dealers will
survive.”
—Dayton Daily News

Several other accidents related to the parts of Dean’s Porsche

University of Dayton automotive
historian and expert John Heitmann said
something was needed to jolt the U.S.
auto industry. A housecleaning of U.S.
auto executives probably would do more
good than harm.
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“Everything rises and falls on
leadership,” Heitmann said. “New
executives need to be chosen who are
passionate about cars, able to read
markets better than what has been done
in the recent past, and willing to take
risks.”
Heitmann, author of The Automobile and
American Life, urged auto manufacturers
to remodel their business plans to
refocus on what initially made them
successful.
“We need to go back to the roots of
the industry when smaller units were the
rule, before all of the consolidation and
integration took place,” Heitmann said.
“Finance folks should be replaced by
production and manufacturing personnel
with an intimate understanding of what
personal transportation is all about.”
—FloridaToday.com

crash. A second doctor bought the transmission, and
subsequently he would be injured in another crash.”
followed. “Whatever the cause, Dean’s fatal accident created a mystique about Porsches.”

ber driving on I-10 in a rainstorm. I hit a dip in

the road. Then I couldn’t see. And I realized I

was covered in rust. The rusted floorboard had
blown out. I replaced it with plywood and got a
few more years out of the car.

What motivated you to move beyond teaching about culture and the automobile and do
the work of putting a book together?
One day in August, five years ago, I had

played tennis six times in seven days. I was in
good shape. Suddenly I got fever. I was in the
hospital five days; I was weak for a month. Nobody could figure it out. Then in 2007, my cousin Fred, the person who taught me about cars,

died. I decided no more just collecting notes; I
needed to get the story down on paper.

Any more car books in your future?
I may want to expand on an article that I

wrote on the history of the Mobilgas Economy
Runs, 1936-1968. Or I might want to write a
road book, perhaps using my old Porsche in the
setting and connecting technology and the human spirit.

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>
THE AUTOMOBILE AND AMERICAN LIFE
John Heitmann offers an ongoing epilogue to his book in
a blog of the same name.
http://automobileandamericanlife.blogspot.com/
AUTO MECHANICS: TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERTISE
IN TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICA
by Kevin L. Borg
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2007
AUTO MANIA: CARS, CONSUMERS AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
by Tom McCarthy
Yale University Press, 2007
HELL ON WHEELS: THE PROMISE AND PERILS OF
AMERICA’S CAR CULTURE, 1900-1940
by David Blanke
University of Kansas Press, 2007
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VIDEOS: THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE AUTO
John Heitmann offers insight to the past and glimpses of
the future.
http://www.youtube.com/view_play_
list?p=FE7CAE08D8B300A0

UD

“My first car,” Heitmann writes in the epilogue to his
book, “was a 1959 MGA that I bought in high school, a
car filled with bondo and needing a ring-job. It was fun
at the time and took me where I wanted to go without
exception (despite reports of the unreliability of Lucas
electrics, it never failed me). With college that car had
to go, and as an upperclassman I graduated to a 1966
Ford Mustang, one of the best cars I ever owned. It was also the car in which

‘Finance folks should be
replaced by production and
manufacturing personnel with
an intimate understanding of
what personal transportation
is all about.’

I took my wife on our first date, and in which she pulled off the knob on the
radio, much to my irritation. Since then we have ridden many places together in
a number of cars, and we still irritate each other at times.”
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TEST CASE

CLASS
CHANGE
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The neighborhood is old. The people
are poor. But they may be teaching
the rest of the country how to make a
school succeed.

BY THOMAS M. COLUMBUS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDY SNOW
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T

he sign on the door

ate from high school. Although 11 percent of

new Ruskin school. Ruskin was also chosen as

closed

those who did not finish high school are. And

of Dayton’s Neighborhood School Centers. Each

said the school was
break.

for

But

morning,

spring

by

building

mid-

the

bustled

with children and
teachers.

What

might

seem

attracted

not

them

like a big draw. They were there to prepare for

the OAT, the Ohio Achievement Tests, which
third- through eighth-graders were to take in a
matter of weeks.

nearly three-fourths of the people incarcerated
in Ohio did not finish high school.

Change at Ruskin predates the test prepara-

tion on that spring day, predates Berry’s arrival

and even predates the opening of Ruskin’s modern, well-equipped building in August 2008.

Schools, East End Community Services and the
University of Dayton.

The school so active that spring day was a

public school, Ruskin PreK-8. Ruskin, in its lo-

ganization.) It sought, said its executive direc-

tor, Jan Lepore-Jentleson ’71, “to help the neigh-

borhood reinvent itself. We asked people in the

tion that the success of a school flows in part
from its relationship to its community underpin

a national community schools movement. The

University of Dayton’s Fitz Center for Leadership
in Community is playing a part in that return to

Neighborhood School Centers project. “And it
became clear,” Lepore-Jentleson said, “it would
not be good to have two neighborhood schools.”

The new Ruskin has East End fingerprints

involvement from the neighborhood commu-

Among the needs of the neighborhood was a

were dropping out of school, getting pregnant
ter-school program. “We found,” Lepore-Jentle-

son said, “that kids couldn’t read or do math.
And they said things like, ‘I’m stupid. I can’t
learn.’” East End then took the step of starting

a charter school, East End Community School,
which grew eventually to have 250 students in
kindergarten through seventh grade.

While that thread was playing out, massive

school, which allows for an unusual degree of
nity. Not only was there local input into the design of the school, but the principal was chosen

by the community. Berry reports to a manageother community representatives, parents and
two school board members. The council reports to the superintendent, who reports to the
school board.

“This is unfamiliar territory for Dayton,”

Berry said. “We’re still figuring out our relationships.”

One relationship for which Berry is thank-

changes were occurring in the Dayton Public

ful is his with a graduate school teacher of his,

which is at Ruskin.

regation came to an end; mandated busing last-

education and consultant to the Fitz Center,

That children and teachers were spending

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on their spring-break days
in school preparing for standardized tests had

much to do with the school becoming an intrinsic

part of the neighborhood. A sign in a commons
area proclaimed: “Change the Streets. Study.” A

message being sent to the students, said Devon

Berry, a 2007 UD master’s in education grad and
Ruskin principal, was, “Nobody wants to send

kids to a school with poor test scores.” If the stu-

dents achieve, then people want to move into the
neighborhood, and the streets indeed change.

The message also has a converse, Berry said: “If
you don’t pass, your life changes.”

Education is the most significant factor de-

termining one’s poverty status. Without passing state tests, students in Ohio cannot gradu-
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Schools. In 2002, court-ordered busing for deseg-

ing for three decades had effectively put an end
to neighborhood schools in Dayton. The same
year, the Dayton Public Schools passed a build-

Roberta Weaver, associate professor of teacher

who encouraged him to apply for the Ruskin
principalship.

“I love Dr. Weaver like a mom,” Berry said.

ing bond issue, whose proceeds were enhanced

“She has faith in me beyond my own faith.”

state’s tobacco settlement money on schools.

borhood in which he has faith, an area where

school buildings created an opportunity for re-

which he was bused in the days of desegrega-

by a state of Ohio program to spend some of the
The end of busing and the replacing of outdated

vitalizing Dayton neighborhoods. The Dayton
Foundation brought together public and private
partners to leverage the building of new schools

by connecting them to their neighborhoods; the
foundation and the Dayton Public Schools called
on the Fitz Center to lead the initiative.

One of the schools to be replaced was Ruskin,

whose old bell along with a mural photograph
of the old Ruskin building grace the walls of the

33

ment council that includes Lepore-Jentleson,

neighborhood schools through its leadership of

Dayton’s Neighborhood School Centers, one of

scores.’ If the students achieve, then
streets indeed change. The message also
has a converse, Berry said:
‘If you don’t pass, your life changes.’b

of building a new one, they asked East End to

she noted, includes a number of UD graduates.

a board of trustees we could trust.” That board,

and acting violently. So East End started an af-

some degree about any school and the realiza-

As the Dayton Public Schools were tearing

all over it. Ruskin is a site-based managed

other schools, both in Dayton and elsewhere.
are distinctive. The fact that this can be said to

a competing school in the neighborhood.

neighborhood how we could help. And we built

positive environment for children. Young people

Its people and its neighborhood community

perhaps for the fact that East End was running

become a partner with the Fitz Center on the

cation, in the demographics of its students and
parents, and in its management differs from

munity Services had an intrinsic logic, except

nity Services as part of St. Mary Development
Corp. (In 2001, East End became a separate or-

and organizations, including the Dayton Public

pairing Ruskin with the nearby East End Com-

the old Ruskin School down with intentions

wanted them to be. And they were there both
and because of the cooperation of many people

school is paired with a social service agency, so

One thread in the fabric of change goes back

to 1998 with the founding of East End Commu-

because of a fortuitous confluence of events

one of five schools to be part of the beginning

‘Nobody wants to send kids to a school with poor test
people want to move into the neighborhood, and the

But they were there because they wanted

to be, because a neighborhood, a community
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high school graduates are poor, 24 percent of

Now that he is principal, he is in a neigh-

he went to high school at Dayton Belmont — to

tion. Of Ruskin, he says, “I’m blessed to be at

this school.” He pointed out that the composition of Ruskin’s student body, though not economically diverse, is in one way similar to that
of the U.S. as a whole; it’s about two-thirds

Caucasian (largely Appalachian) with the re-

maining third split between Hispanic, black
and mixed-race.

To relate to it, Berry draws on a diverse back-
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he said, “had a positive culture.”

jacent to Dayton, served in the U.S. Army and

“a calm, reassuring attitude. It has rubbed off.”

College, from which he has his bachelor’s de-

from parents who had a strong interest in the

COALITION FOR COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
http://www.communityschools.org

tem near Dayton and four years at the Dayton

tial problem for the new principal: parents were

EAST END COMMUNITY SERVICES
http://www.east-end.org

from Jefferson High School in a township ad-

went to Wittenberg University and to Antioch
gree. He taught five years in the Trotwood sys-

Early College Academy, Ohio’s first early college

high school, a charter school sponsored by the
Dayton Public Schools and run by the University

of Dayton. (Berry is certified K through 12.) He
also found time along the way for six months of
service in Belize City.

Ruskin’s East End charter school predeces-

sor has bequeathed a heritage to the new Ruskin
School. Much of its enrollment of 400 (to reach

its capacity of 475 next year) comes from the old
East End Community School, which enrolled

Part of that culture and that attitude came

children’s success. That also presented a potenused to coming to school during the day and

going straight to the classrooms of their children’s teachers. Berry believed these interrup-

change at Ruskin, it’s academic success. So

in middle school.” Berry meets separately with
each group. Announcements are done live by

Community-building within Ruskin School

stats on pedophiles,” he said, “and on custody

students. “The dad was in jail,” he said. “The

kids get here at 7:30 a.m.,” Berry said. “Often

a sign-in system would be a good thing. “I got
disputes and on lack of academic success.”
Parents

were

convinced.

And,

accord-

who taught at the old Ruskin School, the new
more disciplined,” she said. “The building is so
quiet.”

Besides Berry’s rational arguments, parents

he talks of the death of the mother of one of his

family couldn’t afford a funeral.” With sadness
and pride, he explained how Ruskin has the

ability to get resources quickly to get care for the
child and how teachers helped with the funeral.

having enough time to clean it.”

After-hours use of school buildings is a key

programs begin. Some students, in a project di-

Dick Ferguson, director of the University’s Fitz Center for Leadership in

who observe it.

after school studying — for cash. But the cash,

Community-building, community-based

the OAT, but it offers a lesson in life for those

day and the other hours of the day. Berry walks

family member having heart surgery (and Berry

night. The custodians sometimes worry about

skills and food. That caring may not show up on

and East End staff brought both organizational

other day or as he listens to a student talk of a

a child he saw sitting on her front porch the

the building is being used until 7, or even 9, at

to the success of community schools.

cannot be confined by distinctions between

to the neighborhood and its children. It’s obvi-

and even beyond the daylight hours. “The

Lepore-Jentleson noted that the Miracle Makers

ous to a visitor to Ruskin as Berry says “hi” to

ning start. “The East End Community School,”

upstairs. “That makes them feel like they are

extends beyond the normal school-day hours

after-school onsite program, Miracle Makers;
East End’s strengths let Berry have a run-

Each is organized in a pod of rooms grouped

around a commons area; the older children are

screens and monitors.

are likely to be impressed by his commitment

and Angie Tevis serves as parent liaison.

schools in one — preK-2, 3-5 and 6-8.”

students, viewed in classrooms on pull-down

ordinator for the Neighborhood School Centers
project; Michelle Johnson directs the agency’s

He also works on building community with-

in the school, which, he said, “is really three

notes to check in on the family). It’s obvious as

school has a positive atmosphere. “Kids are now

prefers to use just her first name) is the site co-

FITZ CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNITY
http://fitzcenter.udayton.edu

trust with the community.”

Berry went about persuading the parents that

now teach at Ruskin. Three of the full-time staff

End Community Services: Mario Gallin (who

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>

one thing clearly important in the ferment of

ing to Rosario Prado, a 1998 UD master’s grad

in the Ruskin building are employees of East

the contact as important. “I’m trying to build

tions could hinder instruction — and if there’s

200 pre-K to seventh-grade students. Eighty
percent of the faculty from the charter school

34

According to Mario, that charter school had

For Berry and others, a neighborhood school

the school and the neighborhood or the school
around the neighborhood almost daily. He sees

When classes end each day, after-school

rected by teacher Julie McGlaun, spend an hour

in a program called Neighborhood Investment
Study Bank, doesn’t go to them. The money,

which is provided by local businesses and or-

ganizations, is reinvested at the end of the year
in the community. The students also do service such as picking up trash or spending time
with older neighbors, dancing or playing board
games.

The school as family
She came to the school on a Thursday to talk to her children’s
teachers and principal as she had done before. She was interested

Miracle Makers, the after-school program

and the girl. In a room at the school where people care for them, a boy
and girl, their father in jail, learned their mother was dead.

in her children’s education. Their father was also, but he and the

Relatives tried to plan funeral services. They had very little money.

mother had themselves struggled to coexist. And now he was in

A service was held in the basement of a funeral home with the body

jail.

of the mother not in a casket but lying on a gurney, draped with a
And she and the boy and the girl, having moved three times

in the past year, were moving once more to a new apartment and
beginning again.

sheet.
Afterward, the staff at the school decided that the boy and the girl
should have something more. So they held a memorial with a potluck

On Monday, word reached the principal that a parent of another
child in the school had heard that the mother to whom he had talk-

meal, a community funeral at a community school with lots of food
and families and kids.

ed a few days earlier was dead. Miracle Makers, the people who run

The boy and the girl, as the school year ends, will be moving on yet

the after-school program, found an uncle of the boy and the girl. He

again to live with an uncle in another town. But perhaps someday, if

confirmed the death. The children were in temporary foster care.

they persevere and survive and succeed, they will remember a school,

They knew their mother had gone to the hospital.
No one had told them their mother had died.
The school gathered the teachers who were close to the boy

a community that loved them.
For Ruskin School in Dayton, Ohio, is a school of, by and for the
community.

FRANK PAUER

ground. After attending Belmont, he graduated

directed by Johnson, lasts for three-and-one-

half hours each day, working with 130 children
per day. That scope, said Mario, whose education background includes a stint on the Dayton

school board, is “tremendous. I’ve seen other
programs with five kids.”

Mario, as the site coordinator for the Neigh-

borhood School Centers project, works with
the community on using the school building.
A neighborhood association holds its regular

meetings there. An arts organization drew 400
people to an event. A get-to-know-you event
showcased local agencies and businesses. And

she works with East End and social service
agencies. And, Mario said, “I work on experiences that enhance work in the classroom, such

as a field trip to the Dayton Art Institute or the
Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra coming here.”

The experiences are tied to the academic

standards of each grade level. “The focus,” Ma-

Community

In addition to its work with the Neighborhood School Centers, the University’s Fitz
Center for Leadership in Community, directed by Dick Ferguson ’73, has extensive

35

involvement in other community projects. The community-building programs in which
the center is engaged include AmeriCorps VISTA, community-based service learning,
and Brown Street’s Rubicon House, which has served as a catalyst for neighborhood
activity.
The center’s effectiveness flows from an intricate web of learning, leadership and
service resources.
Among the center’s student programs are the Dayton Civic Scholars (social science
students who make positive contributions to the greater Dayton community, discern
vocations in public service, explore the relationship between urban affairs and social
justice, and develop valuable leadership skills) and the Rivers Institute (an interdisciplinary cooperation among students, staff, faculty and community partner organizations
focused on the Great Miami River watershed and its connections to Dayton’s future).
Among service opportunities for students are a Semester of Service for undergraduates and a Graduate Community Fellows program.
The center is also home to the Ferree Professor of Social Justice, who is currently
Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M. ’64. The research division of Montgomery County’s Family and Children First Council, which collects data on the health and well-being of the
county and its residents, is housed by the Fitz Center. The center also offers research
and assessment services to some of Dayton’s nonprofit social service agencies.

rio said, “is on academic achievement. It relates
to standards or it isn’t done.” UD
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A new tool to heal people has a possible side effect —
it could save animals.
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The
work

was exciting, challenging, rewarding and,

Those interactions were the rule, not the

optimize their design despite the inherent vari-

tions were just incredible.”

exception, as the multidisciplinary team was

not limited to students from different academ-

ic areas but faculty as well. Krane and Pinnell
were joined by mathematics associate professor Wiebke Diestelkamp on the team that also

tapped University of Dayton Research Institute
technicians and engineers.

Industry partners increasingly turn to the

University of Dayton for research expertise.

we were a little grossed out,” said Courtney

relationships beyond a semester or even a year.

Gardner. “Some of the older pigs had a lot of

fat tissue. So the veins we got from the unhealthy ones were definitely less pleasant to
work with.”

She dipped into the bag of porcine vessels

anyway — there was work to be done.

research provides a learning experience for stu-

of Engineering’s Design and Manufacturing

Defining better

disciplinary approach than the clinic could pro-

working was already on the market, but the

mechanical and aerospace engineering, heard

would make it better?

vide. Margaret Pinnell, assistant professor of

about the client’s research needs and immedi-

entities together, much less bringing them

would look a lot different, but that was to be

work with some amazing people, and I felt like

The instrument with which the team was

ing able to give the students so much respon-

quality of those seals.

fantastic group of students, and it was amaz-

sion by stretching it with force transducers,

for Whitney, who chose chemical engineering

from a student perspective, was the amount of

combinations of factors that produced signifi-

“That was the most challenging and rewarding

approach, and they were hitting a wall,” Krane

eliminating the need to use a scalpel or scissors

phase and see what other parameters were im-

along with a cauterizing device. The instru-

ment can be used for surgeries ranging from

to campus from a slaughterhouse. As the team

Whitney, now a senior, will attend medical

a surgeon.

on one of my patients with this instrument is
really cool,” the 21-year-old said.
			

Whitney’s future patients aren’t the only

“It was like a scorecard; we knew how the

ton team’s research work. Beyond the collabo-

ed to identify the variables they weren’t assess-

another reason she was drawn to this particu-

ing in order to optimize the device.”

Part of the project involved working with ca-

said.

possible beneficiaries of the University of Day-

rotid and uterine pig arteries that were shipped

The project had two distinct phases. The

tration. Over the past decade the Interagency

Krane said. “In doing so, we might be able to

lar industry project.

Alternative Methods has evaluated close to 200

to make refinements.”

“I love animals. In fact most of my life I

first phase included the development of an ex-

wanted to be a vet; but when I worked in a vet’s

their properties would change.

surgical tool; the second involved additional

times in three days,” she said with a smile. “I

“You could just tell when they got into the

lab, the biology students were thinking ‘this is

so cool,’” Krane said. “And watching the premed and biology students show the chemical

engineers what to do and then seeing the same
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vivo approach to assess the performance of the

testing and extensive statistical analysis. An
ex-vivo approach generally refers to experi-

office when I was younger, I passed out three
knew that wasn’t my calling.”

Pinnell, however, believes strongly in ani-

mentation or measurements done in or on liv-

mal rights and hopes this research will reduce

where the pig vessels came in.

device approval by the Food and Drug Adminis-

ing tissue in an artificial environment. That’s

the amount of animal testing required to gain

ders. It was very exciting, and that excitement
was motivating.”

That’s not to say that there weren’t a few

initial concerns from the faculty and students.

“We were a little cautious in the beginning;

and we were with them, elbow to elbow, at the

start of each set of tasks,” Krane said. “But once
they gained our trust, we let them go.”

Gardner and Whitney both admit that they

didn’t quite know what they were getting into
when they replied to the first e-mail request
for student research assistants two years ago.
But once they started the project, fear of failure
wasn’t a factor.

ration and possible publications, Pinnell has

discovered, time was of the essence as the veins

had to be used within 24 hours of delivery or

‘None of us could
have done this
alone, and we
were dependent
on student participation. They
were the ones in
the driver’s seat.’

cal and so real, it helped confirm for me that I

portant.
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ect without a professor looking over our shoul-

“Working with actual tissue, stepping up

Doing their part

device worked on A, B, C and D. Now, we need-

part because we were able to work on this proj-

cantly different results.

said. “We needed to go back into the discovery

lumpectomies to appendectomies.

responsibility we were given,” Whitney said.

termined that it wasn’t one factor but several

“The idea that one day I could be working

seals blood vessels during surgery, effectively

“One of the best things about this project,

all while recording the pressure. The team de-

That’s where the University of Dayton re-

was working with simultaneously cuts and

over premed to challenge himself.

sealed ends full of fluid until the vessel burst,

school in 2010 and, ultimately, plans to become

“The company was taking an engineering

High expectations were part of the draw

applying the surgical device and pumping the

could be seen as better,” Krane said. “But is that

than two years. The surgical device the team

“They came up with every single creative

solution we had,” Krane said.

want to work with the human body,” Whitney

search team came in.

ing how they rose to the occasion.”

ture of that fluid. The procedure then involved

“With this type of device, if it seals some-

worked on a project that would span more

sibility,” Pinnell said. “We were blessed with a

They explored the type of fluid that was

and doing a research project that was so practi-

the only way it could be made better?”

“The most fun part of this project was be-

worked to develop a procedure to determine

And Gardner, a 2008 chemical engineer-

in engineering, biology and premedicine who

laborative project from the beginning.

But some of the seals created by the instru-

thing 3 millimeters in diameter and you tweak

ing graduate, became one of several students

The students were equal players in this col-

Whitney said.

company wanted to make it better. But what

it so it can seal something 4 millimeters, it

I was a student again.”

expected,” chemical engineering major Eric

ately contacted biology associate professor Carissa Krane to work on a proposal.

together successfully,” Pinnell said. “I got to

“You would get days when the vessels

prepping a porcine blood vessel, applying ten-

er’s seat.”

“I never imagined bringing all of these

cooler.

“It was exactly how collaboration should

this alone, and we were dependent on student

this UD research team.

That variability was apparent when the

flowing through the vessel and the tempera-

ty strengthen its national research reputation.

Collaboration, camaraderie and communi-

students pulled the bags of arteries out of the

dents and faculty alike and helps the Universi-

participation. They were the ones in the driv-

Clinic on projects but needed a stronger inter-

cation would prove to be the keys to success for

which factors had the greatest effect on the

medical devices for minimally invasive and
ent had a history of working with the School

ability of the test specimens.”

But the clients aren’t the only ones who come

work,” Krane said. “None of us could have done

open surgical procedures. The industry cli-

The three C’s

ment were stronger than others, and the team

out ahead; this real-world, industry-sponsored

the amount of animal testing needed.”

peatability,” Pinnell said. “We wanted to try to

Timely and valuable results often extend these

It had all started with a verbal inquiry from

a company that develops and markets advanced

“The company’s test method didn’t mimic

physiological systems, and there was poor re-

sometimes, disgusting.

“It was so interesting, but there were times

38

thing happen when the engineers were work-

ing with the force transducers — those interac-

Coordinating Committee on the Validation of

non-animal methodologies and has approved

decrease the total number of live animals used

vices ranging from dental floss to replacement

first started working with the arteries, they

as many as 115 million animals are still experi-

heart valves. The approval procedures vary

annually.

“The goal of what we were doing was to pro-

vide a better, robust ex-vivo test method using

by-products that would have been discarded,”

Mistakes were part of the learning process,

and one of the biggest early ones was in dealing

cal Health regulates the approval of medical de-

mented on and killed in laboratories in the U.S.

thing that could have happened,” Gardner said.

The FDA Center for Devices and Radiologi-

some research alternatives, but according to
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals,

“Even if a test didn’t go as planned, we

learned from it; sometimes, it was the best

greatly depending on the device, but animal

with the porcine vessels. When the students
didn’t know that time was a crucial element.

“We’d work with them when we could;

testing can be an essential component.

sometimes we’d do some work and put them

with, the FDA requires it,” Krane said. “One of

batches of vessels away because they went bad.

“For the type of device we were working

the things our work could do, though, is reduce

away,” Gardner said. “We actually had to throw
If you didn’t use them right away, you could see
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changes in the way they looked, the way they
felt and the way they smelled. The variability
increased.”

Reducing the variability strengthened the

team’s findings.

Beyond the experimentation, the second

phase of research also included the statistical analysis of the data by math professor Diestelkamp, who found the team’s approach to
the project to be refreshing.

“So many times people come to the statisti-

cian after they are finished with all this data

to run and analyze,” she said. “By being part of
the setup, it is more valid.

“And it was fascinating for me to watch the

other faculty and students work together. It was
very educational for me.”

this, particularly a multidisciplinary team,
was that I sometimes had to be an interpreter

or a translator,” she said. “And, now, having
the skill to communicate the same concept

valuable. At Procter & Gamble I work with engineers, researchers, marketing and consumers, so my experience is paying off.”

Moving forward
While the initial project wrapped up

months ago, the team remains partially intact
and has, in fact, grown to include additional
faculty members and students. The industry

work has received continuous funding for the
past three years.

“We’re providing them with the

deliverables, and they respond with

team, but both Pinnell and Krane had

The team is also pursuing ad-

more opportunities,” Krane said.

a strong desire to work together from

ditional research opportunities in a

cussed.

research complements the Universi-

the moment the project was first dis“I was really excited, especially

to have the chance to work with Margie,” Krane said. “She’s a great col-

league; but having the opportunity to
work with another woman was really

nice, and it’s an opportunity I don’t
have very often in my field.”

collaborative effort with UDRI. Such

ty’s bioengineering initiative that in-

cludes interdisciplinary research, an
undergraduate concentration in bio-

engineering developed in 2006 and a
bioengineering master’s degree program currently being developed.

“It was very rewarding to be in-

While there were plenty of ben-

volved in a project that was so chal-

of the biggest complications wasn’t

an industry project, the pace is much

efits, there were also challenges. One

the experiment design or the research
— it was communication. Biology …

engineering … statistics, not to men-

lenging,” Pinnell said. “Working on

quicker, and you see how it’s going to
impact people immediately.”

The research has provided a pleth-

tion marketing and finance — there

ora of material for students who have

overcome.

into 12 Stander Symposium and four

were plenty of language barriers to

“I think it was probably some-

what entertaining for the students

because Carissa and I would be saying
the exact same thing but in our own

language, and the students would just look at
us and smile,” Pinnell said.

It was a learning experience for all in-

CLASS NOTES

to different audiences in different ways is in-

Camaraderie was an important

part of the equation for the entire

40

‘The tools we
use to address a
problem and the
approaches we take
are quite different
yet amazingly
complementary. And
because of that, this
project crescendos.’

translated the various components

honors thesis projects since its inception.

“The tools we use to address a

problem and the approaches we take

are quite different, yet amazingly complemen-

tary,” Krane said. “And because of that, this
project crescendos.”

Me verum anti ut latio et modit
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Udionsequae perum aut arum eum eles
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Ra nis expliquod mo consere apid utem.
Nam, es remperume sim eiuribus
atem
solor
autem. Nequid
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et
essum quam,
none
dis
eaquiasped
mi,
totatem
cuptatet eaquate molupta eptatem
si quis ut quae nonsect usapernatia
soluptatus suntiiscimi, sam laborro
experna temperc hilitatur acestiur
aperio tet lautem volest facero quam
fuga. Et officienem ea sapedit isinvel
es digendu cipicit prest, seque laborio
nsequame pratium et ipsae re eum
qui aut rehende volut alit, eium
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quiduci psumquam, ut aut aborestibus
atur?
Consequam quati velit re, occum,
volupta spicto blaboremque vide cone
solorit assitaque vendunto consent.
Ihit venita autatquae. Itatecerum que
niaerum eatesse quist, iur sitatet velis
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ut a voles sam, quibea essitem peribea
comnitium rem acerest oreiciis eum dit
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Et laborese dipsumquis ea audae volorio
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volum doluptas et optatem que as
min re, cuscilitae maionsecto tet ut
omnisciis aruptat.
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que

“It’s the little things, like terminology,

nities and even the research dollars, the stu-

“I’m so used to talking jargon — we all are —

the faculty on this team. Credit and accolades

Ceperro blaborem de velendi nobis
aut magnat adipisq uissim rerspeliti
doluptati rersperum ut eturerio ipis que
reperum haruptatum alitem harchic
torro quaepudis imil mi, occus es
reicitius.

“We couldn’t do it without the students;

Expelendae. Itam que re imus, corepelic
tem voluptatur?

volved.

that make a big difference,” Diestelkamp said.
but you need to make sure you are all talking

about the same thing — talking to each other,

But beyond the publications, the opportu-

dent experience remains at the forefront for
have never been the priority.

not at each other.”

there’s no doubt in my mind,” Krane said.

on the communication glitches immediately.

credit. We’re here to stand behind the stu-

Gardner and the other students picked up
“What I found by working on a team like
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“We’re not here to stand in front and take the
dents and support them.”

UD
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Biodiversity
lost and found
JOHN BICKHAM ’71

When John Bickham unravels
a mystery, he uncoils its very
DNA.
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In Central America, the geneticist
discovered a new little yellow bat, bringing to 12 the number of known
species in the Rhogeessa genus, at one time thought to have just one.
“These species are indicators of unique environments,” said
Bickham, director of Purdue University’s Center for the Environment.
“If we lose one, have we lost anything? We’ve lost 2.5 million years of
unique evolution not just of that species but of the whole community of
commensal organisms living with them.”
Bickham is using the bat — whose naming rights Purdue is selling
to support environmental research — as a teaching example of the
unknown richness of life and of the alarming rate at which we’re killing
it off.
“The grand environmental challenge that we don’t hear about is
biodiversity loss,” he said, adding that today’s extinction rate could rival
that of 65 million years ago when an asteroid collided with Earth.
He estimates that with the extinction of any mammal go an additional thousand species — including parasites and microbes, many
as yet undiscovered — totaling 2.5 billion years of unique evolution,
enough time to evolve humans from primordial ooze.
The planet’s genetic diversity may be key to our survival. By allowing extinctions, he said, “we’re limiting the ability of future generations
to do what we’re just starting to do, mine natural resource products.”
Half of today’s pharmaceuticals are derived from natural resources.
Using a combination of field and laboratory work, Bickham has
identified new species of Amazonian turtles, investigated genetic effects of toxins and mapped genetic diversity of bowhead whales, lending his expertise to the International Whaling Commission’s harvest
quotas.
He first learned chromosomal mapping techniques while earning
his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at UD. He remembers looking into
the microscope at chromosomes from a Clemmys turtle and thinking,
“Aha, I can do it. No one in the world has ever done this for this species.”
Such moments of discovery make solving these multidisciplinary
mysteries exhilarating. “You get to see organisms where they live. ...
You get to come back to the lab and do exciting laboratory stuff that’s
intellectually challenging, and you get to discover new things.”
— Michelle Tedford
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Joan Herbers has a successful career. Last
year, she concluded a six-year stint as dean of
Ohio State University’s College of Biological
Sciences. She is president-elect of the
Association for Women in Science. And she
is clearing obstacles from the paths of other
women pursuing academic careers in science.
Ohio State, she says, has no disparity between women and men
faculty members in salaries or laboratory space. “And Ohio State
has done a terrific job of getting policies in order.”
Yet, women at Ohio State and elsewhere are not retained in the
professoriate at the same percentages as men. At Ohio State, more
than half of women tenure-track faculty leave before the mandatory
tenure year; less than a quarter of men do. Women see their posttenure careers stall more often as well.
To determine the causes of these patterns and to address them,
Herbers is principal investigator of Project CEOS (Comprehensive
Equity at Ohio State), funded with a $3.6 million National Science
Foundation grant.
Some causes are known. “Women are far more stressed than
men,” Herbers said. “Half of men science faculty have stay-at-home
spouses, compared to 5% percent of women. Women are three
times as likely to be single parents.” Other causes are less clear,
such as departmental culture — women often feel isolated and may
be inequitably treated in areas such as teaching assignments.
Herbers’ team is currently presenting data to chairs and deans
of four science colleges to help leaders understand these complex
issues. Next year the deans will form action teams focusing on
departmental and disciplinary cultures; in later years similar teams
will form across college boundaries. Social scientists on Herbers’
team are facilitating the process using a concept called transformational leadership. “We need the social scientists,” Herbers says.
“They are the engineers for driving the cultural change we are
striving for.”
The transformation may challenge some fundamental assumptions
on what promotes long-term excellence. “We want to recruit faculty for a
career,” Herbers says, “not a six-year
sprint to tenure.”
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—Thomas M. Columbus

Breaking barriers
JOAN MARIE HERBERS ’73
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asitis exceperum sum quia am ut venihic
iendae ipsum quatem. Et ari quam
quatetur, cus, quas arcillab is et faci
nonem nobit que praepudiaero modis
molorum eniment emporpossim ab id
quia dolor audaepelent omnihicienis si
omnis aut re sin nullibea vit, sumquo
te debis acil ipsum lam utemodi blam,
to quistia vollit magnam ut erspe nus,
odi ut vendipsam, commodit, torem
lam aut unt velecaborum estia sed eatis
dolenda ndandae. Aliquam autectis alit
modignim quibus.

is minctat que re sequid untur mo
exerum quamet opta volessum facipsam
eliquae vellabo. Nequo ipsandaest, culpa
cuptam ad ut a voluptatquis molupta
estore iust posae cus alicitiis ut optis nis
porrorp oratur aut accuptiam volor sequo
quatent, simus, te odisita quam, officiur?
Qui autatem inullab invel explandit qui
reperiasinto temporerit, core la dolestia
volo maximolorem escium dolupta
tiosam, sim et qui beatum sandi a sitatis
volupta estectibus quunt evel ipsam,
corumquia volorecatiam quis sam quis
nonsecatiam quidiam, eici quid eius et
quiatiant odis et autet, vent.
Tum ium acepratia nonsedit, et ea quod
que re voluptur, ipidern atecabo. Ratem
eicilig nissit quiasse cestia im laborio te
iusdam quam, comnis si iuntusciis ea que
veleserum sunt aut as aut etur sed quam
exere num ius, consed quis repudit labo.
Nitataest pa nullo mincti cus aut modi
oditatur? Ad quiant.
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Possumque es ditatus, sum que omnime
velluptatium rest, ipicias explaborro ius
doluptaquo ommolup tatur?
Qui
blam
voluptius,
intecatem
coremporro
voluptio
vendips
untemodisque nessit idelique officium
dolore velenecupta poremque dunt ea
verio. Itae simpe pe non nos essum illesci
psanduciati doluptaturem conet exeris
excest, aboribus.

Dolupta dolum is velent ipictet esciunti
unt reptissent mintio. Itatinu llatur,
ipiction nost, sunt fuga. Ut parum,
simodignati berro blanis sitam voluptis
iur? Bearciligent quisci officient hillam
dolorporia aut dolorerovit que aspelitiosa

Dit verum volorporem et ipsus dolorem
id quiscientem simus aspitatio blab in
restotatem deliquis inihil et persperum

Agniaiae corpor aut unt, qui rehendem
conectur re niet mi, temquid quost
labore mint, te voluptas doluptae. Ur
acias velicianis nostiur maio. Soluptatur
aut lautatur? Quid ullut harum est, in
restiat iberchil ipsam qui dolut volum aut
eossequi nonsene qui aliantempore sitatus
ex etur sitatumquae nobitia volla volupta
taesto cum cum velecae peribus sam fugia
comnis voluptis alibus, omnimil luptam,
sitatqu undipsae di qui blaccul lacepta
voluptatem doles dolenienia sita dolorum

atur simperovit volo quas porporem
iminvel loratque mo veniae explandit ma
dolores tionecum aut reptus, sitatior as
dolentibus dolla nonseque eosti dolorio.
Nequi totatis intioressi sit qui ut quo
cusciis nonse volutem porest quaepro
voloremqui quiatem peratem. Et liquo
tetur renihiligent anto volum fugit, to
inveria volo quaspe eicabo. Rionsequas
que porpos vel illauta tiaspis natis
et etusdae con eos earchic to dipsum
sunti volut offictius, to ma quiscipicia
poriosaerum es et qui doloriamet por
rerro moluptation pre, con peraectat et
unt voluptatur, imoloreici quae nitatiusci
seque opti omniscias eaquas est facepud
ionsedit volum rentent.
Rore ad quia aut omnitas dolores
tiusandam rerumqui is commoluptat ex
et laceraernat.
Lo de sum harum rem fugitiati simil ea
sim quat.
Ihitibus, ut labo. Et etur sus dolor alibus
molest invel et faces inulpar chilis maio
voluptatia cullabo rporehendis debitiatur
a illessum consequid quam eius es
maximolupiet alis sequo odissi idunt
ommolupient dolent eost lam, sectiaepro
quunt dolorum quosa vendio et as quunt
magnatur molum ut volorem dolore
vendem et, nonsend erionet laccatem unt
aut perumquis sendae plit quid minctur
sinullab inime volupis eos dolore nam aut
lit et occaepedis dolorum ea velesci tatquis
idesedi onsequati tempore rcilique prorest

volorum iduntis simollu ptaeptatur sus
nusdam, corecto con reium reperibus alia
voluptam que debis doluptis doluptatist
dem solore nem labo. Et inctur?
Landit volore sit ipic to iur min
essuntusdae ame veliquis doloris et re
et, a que suntum id exerepe rferio beaque
sumque
nonsequi
comnimporrum
faceatius, quunt, as id eum sequae velest,
sust, ex evenimet es ea cor re volo berum
que cus et aligendebis millacc ullecepero
que as dest, num archit quatissi cus
mi, sequi blautate ma dolorepta conse
laborer chictotate et a doluptat quias si
commodiassim accus, volore volupta
cum, atque quidebisi assinimus ini unt
reperoriori cusam re vitat maioraeperi
offic to estiate ndandipiet exceperum sae
dolorpo resectur simpero qui temporum
fugit, occum sum idus, quos di
beatempos rehendit apiendisquas aliqui
dus maximusci iur? Omnihilit dolorum
issimolo quatur, int exces resecab ipis
moluptu sciate nus molorrum ab in
plit aceri omnim cum se exero cullo eat
voloresequam fuga. Itatur? Qui ipsunt a
debis elecabo. Paristi delenistrum laudis
millenet eium faceprorias ent adistiatur
simet eaquuntius aut autende ndandis
molla voluptatius eost repedi aceat litati
as culla con consed ut everro et ressiti
repellu pitaquam aut eos et faccae
voloribus eossi re qui que aut eraepudita
qui ommo entur magnimagnim et parum
hitae audit, id elest landant aciaerum et
aborrum aces expel explaborrum eariatu

rerferor aut faccab ipsapid eserum
fuga. Ab incia sit offic tem exerae post
eatenimi, vel im qui rem quibusa ntibus
accaboria vollupta conseni milibus, is
num quo ventiisimos volendantus et res
volorerchiti aut doluptiamus num ne
voluptatur? Tur, quos alis mo cone optam
ea de nosam quaspelestem a quibusa
pidus, utectur, qui quunti nihilla
borruntore eumet voluptaquae sum
idebis sequi officiet minverum, optam
eturernati rest, ipsame vellicatur, officiu
ntibus consedit ut volupta tetusapella
dolupta siminimod minus velibus ium
resto omnimus veritio rrorestia evelentiat
et eat fugianimus.
Ga. Aximagnatur, vento
blabo. Igendem aces sum
conseque volendi tatium
apic tores quo volo idel et
vellupt
atiam,
atempos
anto etum eaque magnam, qui cus
veles se aut laborum re perum re nectur,
invellor sa vendias piendita veruptas
cum, cus, quodit dolessi nctaquatus
diciam fugia nobisquid ea aut alia
nostem facessequam rerupissequo inctur
ressimet aperupta venempedit, assequis
ilis ex es quam aliqui optatin citatio
nsequibus dit volorecte culpa cum eveliti
busdanis eumentotam ent esti dolut et
dolorecus, quamus ratibusam et ommodi
blant alignim ne pro il et molestesequi
cum la in nes modist aut as dit as saniet
od maximen imolora que pla quas re
aute ratis et destorpost versped ut omnis

nis num vendest, sunti odic to moluptat
undae intur maiori remque res eveniae
sam ipsum aciunt.
Ximpe volut vel illam quoditatur, isqui
deliati onsequia qui volest a nobis
et volendi nam, sequas consendebit
remporum sa nim laceri assinte sequodi
dolecti ute exped quis perum que repel
illam imoluptatqui voluptibus, sam,
est, volenis dolum expedip susdae sus et
dolumquid esti derovidelest por aris et
repero dolupic iatquodis dic tempora nis

volut la accatium enis accus ma ipsum et
pore velest vitat.
Rovit debis aspicia cum at.
Incimaio velique min re, con prepelique
offic torernat pa dem hicil iume denissi
tatur, quam di occab iditatur?
La ni vendi tesci ratem ratet de volupidi
tet dolectu ribuscienis et arcilla est, con
conseque que eostia in consed ut volenti
omnis exped mos nos as quatem eaque
cus dis simpos aut laborum ut et aditio
quae comnia consed quas audipsum
ut ant aut ut minum facepere offic to
commos eum restem dolorrum eum
nem. Ut fugiae. Faccabo. Ro occaernam
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IN MEMORIAM
Me verum anti ut latio et modit quia simagnis ma di
iducienis mo optatem dis ellabori con parunt labo.
Udionsequae perum aut arum eum eles estibus.
Ra nis expliquod mo consere apid utem. Nam, es
remperume sim eiuribus atem solor autem. Nequid
quiandis et essum quam, none dis eaquiasped mi,
totatem cuptatet eaquate molupta eptatem si quis
ut quae nonsect usapernatia soluptatus suntiiscimi,
sam laborro experna temperc hilitatur acestiur aperio
tet lautem volest facero quam fuga. Et officienem ea
sapedit isinvel es digendu cipicit prest, seque laborio
nsequame pratium et ipsae re eum qui aut rehende
volut alit, eium consernam, sime pario. Itae nos asi
quiduci psumquam, ut aut aborestibus atur?
Consequam quati velit re, occum, volupta spicto
blaboremque vide cone solorit assitaque vendunto
consent.
Ihit venita autatquae. Itatecerum que niaerum eatesse
quist, iur sitatet velis et odic tem ipsandam apiti
aut quid est ut a voles sam, quibea essitem peribea
comnitium rem acerest oreiciis eum dit pra dolo in ni
bernatibus.
Et laborese dipsumquis ea audae volorio nsequiat
laccaborum ellorem et hilla simaio. Ximollam, con re
odigendae volum doluptas et optatem que as min re,
cuscilitae maionsecto tet ut omnisciis aruptat.
Maximaximent eium qui qui que dolorum idem nos
etur, nus.
Ceperro blaborem de velendi nobis aut magnat adipisq
uissim rerspeliti doluptati rersperum ut eturerio
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ipis que reperum haruptatum alitem harchic torro
quaepudis imil mi, occus es reicitius.
Expelendae. Itam que re imus, corepelic tem
voluptatur?
Tia comnihitiant ut vereped quia sita que simendit ad
modit rerit am repero berferia quiatam am eumquam,
sus quodipsam fugitibus et, non ne perunte re
moditas estiisquam, quuntem assum quam qui
voluptate escia aut qui rehenis dolorent.
Quis incto essimil idunt quia sition cor sint laut eum
suntis dolorrum non nis as aruptati blatur, vollaccum
hitionet et harum restia num aut id que rae eosaped
ut eaquaturitia vit, quia delecupta sitia volor re
omnihil landucieniet exerrovidit doluptatem corerru
mquiaecestia experi ut vernam essunt etum velluptur,
non natempo rendae. Itatet quatibus solupta saepti
voluptat landeni hictur? Etum ne modicipidem quid
quidellectem quis alis et dolor sim nos estinih ilitat.
Abo. Ro dolores esse solut quam fugiani tiatibusdae
nus verchil luption sequiducimus mollibus, earit
ommo cusanti quat que proribus, ulliti conectatiat
pliquiat aciet voluptis doloris et odicimus ilitat.
Duci dolupta erferat iorpore porehendesti doluptur
ma sapersperis volorpo remquaeptam quis erestium
aceario repellest, officabor simet ommodit atemper
untiorum corepudae plaborendit quis asit aut et
ditatem qui odipsun tiscia voluptatur? Qui dellam
fuga. Esendi aut in et quaest ium sam, torero exerfer
iscipit atasperis asi consequunt quas as moluptaque
dem dolessus, odisi di beaquos aped quiam et autem

iusae dolupta cones ut ute doluptas eiust re volupit
iorrovit volum re volest, earum ea perumquatur?
Pictur?
Simusam estem voluptati in nonsent iorepe pratibu
scilibusto ma qui del min pliquib usciduntia
nonsecto quae cuscitione nus nia volut rem ressin
perum accuptaquam alit volorempor asperem ratqui
quibeatem voluptis ea vellignis soluptatiunt et
odignatiossi sit dolendundis sinvelenda dis qui ipsae
natemped et aut la eligenim nosam, siti doloressim
in eturiam auta con cusa niet es ditio occae pore
volumquo comnim eossint experor istiunt verate
prore coreribus veniet quam, que nobis et pa quis
abo. Nam que volupta dollessum nate mincill uptatur
itiberchil maio. Onsenda estrum lam volo quamusciis
et qui core sum ipis sed utatia velest volupta tiorem.
Nem que nes ab iur, aute deserrovit quodisqui
rerruptat et vellit volum dit vellignim unt velluptas
sequiat iaecum re expedipicid et officit, quistiur,
offic to evenditatus ut debis vel maximin nos min
experio. Ximet reperest autemquid qui officiistium
resequamene non poreici liberch itatur?
Dae secabora sus. On rem. Ut archillame omnihil
ipsuntium vollaccum quam quisquias ad erum velesto
comnihit ut vollabo. Ugitatur sitium soluptaquo
eaquist ut aut aditam vidust elibus eum quide
consend aestioribus con cum voluptate enda conse
numque volorem quid quis esto milit remperum
rererum velectat et fuga. Mossi odite denim non nobis
mo te eum resent aut et facero quos dolorerit pratiis
cillaccae volum ducilig nitiam, simossiment.

Ab inihillaut ipsus aut velicab in cus utes as sus ut
rendae plaborum dem il ipiet ut int hiciet vellanda
volorestisi comnit, incidem nonecer feriatem aliquas
aut magniatur, quid mo volectatiam qui andit,
temporepta arcidunt doloribus, et et qui occae volorru
ptatio elecabo. Itatur, optatium iumquam laut quostio
quae sedignia venti dolupic tem apictor epudaestor
aliquMe verum anti ut latio et modit quia simagnis
ma di iducienis mo optatem dis ellabori con parunt
labo. Udionsequae perum aut arum eum eles estibus.
Ra nis expliquod mo consere apid utem. Nam, es
remperume sim eiuribus atem solor autem. Nequid
quiandis et essum quam, none dis eaquiasped mi,
totatem cuptatet eaquate molupta eptatem si quis
ut quae nonsect usapernatia soluptatus suntiiscimi,
sam laborro experna temperc hilitatur acestiur aperio
tet lautem volest facero quam fuga. Et officienem ea
sapedit isinvel es digendu cipicit prest, seque laborio
nsequame pratium et ipsae re eum qui aut rehende
volut alit, eium consernam, sime pario. Itae nos asi
quiduci psumquam, ut aut aborestibus atur?
Consequam quati velit re, occum, volupta spicto
blaboremque vide cone solorit assitaque vendunto
consent.
Ihit venita autatquae. Itatecerum que niaerum eatesse
quist, iur sitatet velis et odic tem ipsandam apiti
aut quid est ut a voles sam, quibea essitem peribea
comnitium rem acerest oreiciis eum dit pra dolo in ni
bernatibus.
Et laborese dipsumquis ea audae volorio nsequiat
laccaborum ellorem et hilla simaio. Ximollam, con re

odigendae volum doluptas et optatem que as min re,
cuscilitae maionsecto tet ut omnisciis aruptat.
Maximaximent eium qui qui que dolorum idem nos
etur, nus.
Ceperro blaborem de velendi nobis aut magnat adipisq
uissim rerspeliti doluptati rersperum ut eturerio
ipis que reperum haruptatum alitem harchic torro
quaepudis imil mi, occus es reicitius.
Expelendae. Itam que re imus, corepelic tem
voluptatur?
Tia comnihitiant ut vereped quia sita que simendit ad
modit rerit am repero berferia quiatam am eumquam,
sus quodipsam fugitibus et, non ne perunte re moditas
estiisquam, quuntem assum quam qui voluptate escia
aut qui rehenis dolorent.
Quis incto essimil idunt quia sition cor sint laut eum
suntis dolorrum non nis as aruptati blatur, vollaccum
hitionet et harum restia num aut id que rae eosaped
ut eaquaturitia vit, quia delecupta sitia volor re
omnihil landucieniet exerrovidit doluptatem corerru
mquiaecestia experi ut vernam essunt etum velluptur,
non natempo rendae. Itatet quatibus solupta saepti
voluptat landeni hictur? Etum ne modicipidem quid
quidellectem quis alis et dolor sim nos estinih ilitat.
Abo. Ro dolores esse solut quam fugiani tiatibusdae
nus verchil luption sequiducimus mollibus, earit
ommo cusanti quat que proribus, ulliti conectatiat
pliquiat aciet voluptis doloris et odicimus ilitat.
Duci dolupta erferat iorpore porehendesti doluptur

ma sapersperis volorpo remquaeptam quis erestium
aceario repellest, officabor simet ommodit atemper
untiorum corepudae plaborendit quis asit aut et
ditatem qui odipsun tiscia voluptatur? Qui dellam
fuga. Esendi aut in et quaest ium sam, torero exerfer
iscipit atasperis asi consequunt quas as moluptaque
dem dolessus, odisi di beaquos aped quiam et autem
iusae dolupta cones ut ute doluptas eiust re volupit
iorrovit volum re volest, earum ea perumquatur?
Pictur?
Simusam estem voluptati in nonsent iorepe pratibu
scilibusto ma qui del min pliquib usciduntia
nonsecto quae cuscitione nus nia volut rem ressin
perum accuptaquam alit volorempor asperem ratqui
quibeatem voluptis ea vellignis soluptatiunt et
odignatiossi sit dolendundis sinvelenda dis qui ipsae
natemped et aut la eligenim nosam, siti doloressim
in eturiam auta con cusa niet es ditio occae pore
volumquo comnim eossint experor istiunt verate prore
coreribus veniet quam, que nobis et pa quis abo. Nam
que volupta dollessum nate mincill uptatur itiberchil
maio. Onsenda estrum lam volo quamusciis et qui core
sum ipis sed utatia velest volupta tiorem. Nem que
nes ab iur, aute deserrovit quodisqui rerruptat et vellit
volum dit vellignim unt velluptas sequiat iaecum re
expedipicid et officit, quistiur, offic to evenditatus ut
debis vel maximin nos min experio. Ximet reperest
autemquid qui officiistium resequamene non poreici
liberch itatur?
Dae secabora sus. On rem. Ut archillame omnihil
ipsuntium vollaccum quam quisquias ad erum velesto
comnihit ut vollabo. Ugitatur sitium soluptaquo
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re nim ipsaero et voluptiam, nesti nam,
non poribernamet acernatium et ad ut
voluptat.
Fuga. Occusapelest eos et mil id quia
sam ne min est, omnis am arum alitias
piendae autem et resedi velignatur
maximus moluptur, ut et faccum
ini aut odi digendia dendipit volecus
danist, volorrore acienime eiustotae
occum accaborrum se net que est autet
labores tisquam audiste nullique con
cus doluptur sam explici entiam asped
magnam, conem etur? Ab ipsam quias
nonecusam sit estium apel in prepell
aboreic iditatius.
Elis as sam, vel incimod est exceaquiae.
Opta sin poreritio excerrunto moles
dolestis eost elendi dolumqu iaspidu
ciment, que parchil ilitias ea con eossin
es re, optam nos et aliquatur, te volupta

tempore mporro optatqui sedi dolesed
molut eum quod quiae pa velitatium
volupta temqui sunt perum faccustiasi
descilibusae plitatum inctus doluptasin
pratem eaqui des commolut fuga.
Quibusa volupta teceatem lit, sequi
ommo volupti voluptati a nonsenda
quam re reiciis prorporecto voluptur,
endit, quamet lab int et fugit ventor
rest remquias eat repellorest lic temolor
eperorrovit, ut accus modi corit, cum
faciduci am aut eatecae. Ovit eruptam,
omni iur, to dem quamet et officil idi quo
beaquib ustionsed ea comnis is prerature
volorum ium qui reicaep rectatur apis
cusdaeptatia net quist, imporiberrum
que lit am quos erum eumet eos eumqui
dolesci uscipsa perferum, illabor rovit,
quianimin nectorenis sum hit ut et et
eosam nihiciet abor aut vere molorum
ium nem rem fugit optur? Ma nobis

Mercedes Palms sounds like a nice place. But
the people living in those south Texas apartments
suffered with substandard conditions as the property fell into disarray and into foreclosure.
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A new landlord gave hope to the residents of the complex, which
had a housing assistance contract with the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Under such contracts, renters pay 30 percent of their income for rent; HUD picks up the balance.
The new landlord began making repairs but was counting on the
HUD money to pay for them. HUD at the time did not have it, and this
landlord, too, lost the property to foreclosure.
And many tenants lost their homes. Foreclosure is a growing
problem with renters, according to Sandy Rollins, executive director of
the Texas Tenants Union. Nationally, 30 percent of foreclosures involve
investors and rental property.
Besides organizing tenants, Rollins’ group helps individuals facing eviction, needing credit counseling or coping with substandard
living conditions. “People with means can move,” Rollins says. “People
with lower incomes have to suffer — or else organize and fight back.”
On the level of federal policy, the Texas Tenants Union, where
Rollins has worked since graduating with a degree in social work,
has had success in preserving housing stock and protecting tenants.
Throughout the country, Rollins says, some tenant groups have saved
their homes by arranging for a nonprofit purchaser or by buying the
apartments themselves.
And she sees some interest in the Texas legislature in securing for
tenants a right to be informed about a pending foreclosure and to be
able to remain in the unit at least 90 days following one.
“Now a family can move in, pay their rent, get settled, get the kids
started in school,” she says, “and be
forced to move the next month.”
— Thomas M. Columbus

Sometimes
paying the rent
isn’t enough
SANDY ROLLINS ’79
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dolore consequ idipicitis conse odiam
vere volorro beribus debit, quas el
illaboris sitas et rem vellabo. Parum
fugit harum cus as et quiatet re pe eost,
te cum laborundi cum, sequi ommod
qui quunt a que laut laborib eaquam,
seque maximus eum et prest lacculpario.
Nequistibus dolorese et fuga. Sum qui
quatis magnistiat esecumquo maximi,
offici berit quiaten ihiligent vit omnia
quam, nonese sint laci tem fugiasse
mintiam voluptusa nis estio volor sunte
sam quidus molutecatur sedis doluptas
quamus volorest, quid quas sunt aut
eum exerestiis as dolessunt am harum
etur, quasitibus, que es et quidus quia
qui aut volorerspel exeroressint voluptas
nistiusam eum etur? Qui dunt latur?
Mendaec erchit lis quod que niet ad unt
ene preptatur, exerum quo oditibeatume
int unt miliae dolut es molupta spercie
ndebis aut latium escimag niminti
busapit aturemq uuntenisit ra qui
con nobisquibus, quatia debis explias
molorep udaepel idel mi, comnis alit as
verci te exeruptatem nonse pro et qui
cusciis doloratis aut millum ipsam, ea
volorem facea dolorerumquo cus.
Rum
dolorum
inihilia
dolupta
tquibus aepudae resequiatio. Et aut ea
velluptaquam qui occate veliqua esciis eiur
sequo blam et, velenimo qui doluptatem
quo blaborporro ex excxceperfe ribus.
Lenis idest imil modipis etum ipitistibus.
Lenimus ea volorest, solorum qui te
dellanderias veniati dollorposa debis
alis eossit optiandebis et et volesequam
sim consent ea erspers pidella boresequi
optatempos eturis comni tem endendi
ctatecto mil ent aspersp edigend
isimagniet, que prest, ommos adi que
natemposam volessi tatemol uptatem
aut voluptatia nonsequae porestiorum
aut fugit et anihil ipis velestia quam, vel
earum eos num debissus, nullecaerest
posti simo omnihit iberchi ligenditium
ipsandi qui duntiatem evelit officae
rspero qui aut aut omnis sum natur,
totas rerspiende lam quid untur alia sum
incipsus ex ellaut que pedi dia id quam
am ipient.
Dolore rerion pro et, omnis volessi te
esed magnaturiam hiliquas aute eum
quam assi voluptatia dest auditasimod
moluptae laborem olloris re ni quiae
voluptata im imincipsa dolupis repel isit
que mil molupturio. Maioritatur simus.
Sum senti destorrovita nis ex et mint
libusan dellaut aut eos sequodis verenia
denis recto qui conseni hillam quatquis
restorro mod ma conse am, vide eos
sinctecto dolorio nsequias et quis nectasp
idelia cus as eosam, simus essedis aut
iunt estrum aut de re est, te num as
quamus excepellesto consed magnam
la comnis remperitis derchillam elest,
ut la init dolest, omnim dolore quae
non natus este eicid que pa nobitias
dempe sapellu ptassequis aut occab id
est omnis earchil lecaectem veligentio
consed utas quam debit re volenimusam
fugiasp ienitis elitati umendae. Nequiant
aut peris as re, expliae molut atibus

ra sequaeria volorporum dit aut es quo
que autasiminim quia into
essum re, tenim nosam
cusdam
quae
volorum
acerum vendae nobis volum
haribea quasperias ad que il
iusda nonet hiligenda di ide
secta plat.
Ceseque ex elluptaerita sitae accus
ex eum utestia debis ut ent, netum
ad quam alis de veliaes sitiate nobit
quodio. Ut maio. Aximolu ptatem. Nam
in porempo rionse vellabo ribusant
facculliam laut harcipsam esto il in cus,
eturio omniminciis esciendiscia dolor as
exeritati omnimin velecea rciame nimo
cum ipsa que dolorite samus seque non
eossi ventet, quis res imus, volupisto
minctempos simagnam esequi occulpa
sunt aut ommolor ehenien tinimus net
la volenih icabores si alitatque perferia
iurehendiore cuptaerum faccae et exceaqu
aspitio ssimi, quo isquasi molorem dolor
apedit licientur aut que ditius ratibus.
Nusam fugitat emoditemqui adicab id
quam secea cor rempore ssunt.
Henimincieni ditaero dolor sam sedita
quias nonsedia sant velitem eumque
conseque ernam autas sumenda cuption
estesec eperio mil modio to eiciducipsa
qui untiam fugit millam cus.
Pedist, quistem. Namus autat vidunte
pa quodist quas aped quae corro in pro
blaborehenda eos aboribus, incilis volles
dunt.
Untur repellorio tecearcius andem
doloribus qui quod ero tem landaes
doluptatem eium quia doluptas autenim
inveris tisquodit el mod ut ium et omnitis
magnimillaci conse eos voluptati aut
ut as nit am corem. Ut alit, occusae vel
magnatem is doluptat.
Ulpa peres volupta temquo optatur
magnis audam ius aut doluptibus incid
estiis alis animilignis autas di od ut
post, temporestiae cum eiunt fugit odit
doluptatum sunt eum fugit doluptum
est volendamus post, alit remporio mo
et optiissum doluptat laudae. Ut oditinu
sdantius ulpa dunt mossi doles eaquia
cum laceper speditiisim liti ulluptatus
volores simet, as remperum a qui dunt
voluptatis eliquatus sunti tem quiam nita
quis ape non pratur? Otae d
Me verum anti ut latio et modit quia
simagnis ma di iducienis mo optatem
dis ellabori con parunt labo. Udionsequae
perum aut arum eum eles estibus.
Ra nis expliquod mo consere apid utem.
Nam, es remperume sim eiuribus atem
solor autem. Nequid quiandis et essum
quam, none dis eaquiasped mi, totatem
cuptatet eaquate molupta eptatem si quis
ut quae nonsect usapernatia soluptatus
suntiiscimi, sam laborro experna temperc
hilitatur acestiur aperio tet lautem volest
facero quam fuga. Et officienem ea
sapedit isinvel es digendu cipicit prest,
seque laborio nsequame pratium et ipsae
re eum qui aut rehende volut alit, eium
consernam, sime pario. Itae nos asi
quiduci psumquam, ut aut aborestibus

atur?
Consequam quati velit re, occum, volupta
spicto blaboremque vide cone solorit
assitaque vendunto consent.
Ihit venita autatquae. Itatecerum que
niaerum eatesse quist, iur sitatet velis
et odic tem ipsandam apiti aut quid est
ut a voles sam, quibea essitem peribea
comnitium rem acerest oreiciis eum dit
pra dolo in ni bernatibus.
Et laborese dipsumquis ea audae volorio
nsequiat laccaborum ellorem et hilla
simaio. Ximollam, con re odigendae
volum doluptas et optatem que as min
re, cuscilitae maionsecto tet ut omnisciis
aruptat.
Maximaximent eium qui qui que dolorum
idem nos etur, nus.
Ceperro blaborem de velendi nobis
aut magnat adipisq uissim rerspeliti
doluptati rersperum ut eturerio ipis que
reperum haruptatum alitem harchic torro
quaepudis imil mi, occus es reicitius.
Expelendae. Itam que re imus, corepelic
tem voluptatur?
Tia comnihitiant ut vereped quia sita
que simendit ad modit rerit am repero
berferia quiatam am eumquam, sus
quodipsam fugitibus et, non ne perunte
re moditas estiisquam, quuntem assum
quam qui voluptate escia aut qui rehenis
dolorent.

dolendundis sinvelenda dis qui ipsae
natemped et aut la eligenim nosam, siti
doloressim in eturiam auta con cusa niet
es ditio occae pore volumquo comnim
eossint experor istiunt verate prore
coreribus veniet quam, que nobis et pa
quis abo. Nam que volupta dollessum nate
mincill uptatur itiberchil maio. Onsenda
estrum lam volo quamusciis et qui core
sum ipis sed utatia velest volupta tiorem.
Nem que nes ab iur, aute deserrovit
quodisqui rerruptat et vellit volum dit
vellignim unt velluptas sequiat iaecum
re expedipicid et officit, quistiur, offic
to evenditatus ut debis vel maximin nos
min experio. Ximet reperest autemquid
qui officiistium resequamene non poreici
liberch itatur?
Dae secabora sus. On rem. Ut archillame
omnihil ipsuntium vollaccum quam
quisquias ad erum velesto comnihit ut
vollabo. Ugitatur sitium soluptaquo
eaquist ut aut aditam vidust elibus eum
quide consend aestioribus con cum
voluptate enda conse numque volorem
quid quis esto milit remperum rererum
velectat et fuga. Mossi odite denim non
nobis mo te eum resent aut et facero quos
dolorerit pratiis cillaccae volum ducilig
nitiam, simossiment.
Ab inihillaut ipsus aut velicab in cus utes
as sus ut rendae plaborum dem il ipiet
ut int hiciet vellanda volorestisi comnit,
incidem nonecer feriatem aliquas aut
magniatur, quid mo volectatiam qui
andit, temporepta arcidunt doloribus,
et et qui occae volorru ptatio elecabo.
Itatur, optatium iumquam laut quostio
quae sedignia venti dolupic tem apictor
epudaestor aliquas a pedit, init omnia
dolestiunt verrunt qui as eiciam
repudae perfern atiate viderum, odis
moditatiur, tenem reperia aut et autem.
Ic te doluptati accusda denimos sectus
moditam que nihil ipienim voloraecti as
eum faccatio doluptae nonectur rem quas
nonsequam aliquiae officiis exerrovid qui
odi dolentus, uta quam, corio conecate
occusci psandebit repreptatem volore
deliti amus doluptatur aceperatis idi
aliquam, optatium re nia niet voluptaspid
ut vitatiosame dolutec eperfer spelent
otatia et occullaborem raerio. Aximusam
volupta nam rerum culpa volore etur
atur rerrovide verovit uta simpore nonse
nos dolore num atenim repudio reperum
accullautem es simporitio consequ
iaectus re, nonsed estenescimin nonetur,
vernatur? Idi doluptaquam quia pro molor
auda volesti quatquis esti apid quodiore
dolorepro velligniae etur? Ihiciae doles
dolupta spictatur?
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Quis incto essimil idunt quia sition cor
sint laut eum suntis dolorrum non nis
as aruptati blatur, vollaccum hitionet et
harum restia num aut id que rae eosaped
ut eaquaturitia vit, quia delecupta sitia
volor re omnihil landucieniet exerrovidit
doluptatem corerru mquiaecestia experi
ut vernam essunt etum velluptur, non
natempo rendae. Itatet quatibus solupta
saepti voluptat landeni hictur? Etum ne
modicipidem quid quidellectem quis alis
et dolor sim nos estinih ilitat.
Abo. Ro dolores esse solut quam
fugiani tiatibusdae nus verchil luption
sequiducimus mollibus, earit ommo
cusanti quat que proribus, ulliti
conectatiat pliquiat aciet voluptis doloris
et odicimus ilitat.
Duci dolupta erferat iorpore porehendesti
doluptur
ma
sapersperis
volorpo
remquaeptam quis erestium aceario
repellest, officabor simet ommodit
atemper untiorum corepudae plaborendit
quis asit aut et ditatem qui odipsun
tiscia voluptatur? Qui dellam fuga.
Esendi aut in et quaest ium sam, torero
exerfer iscipit atasperis asi consequunt
quas as moluptaque dem dolessus, odisi
di beaquos aped quiam et autem iusae
dolupta cones ut ute doluptas eiust re
volupit iorrovit volum re volest, earum ea
perumquatur? Pictur?
Simusam estem voluptati in nonsent
iorepe pratibu scilibusto ma qui del
min pliquib usciduntia nonsecto quae
cuscitione nus nia volut rem ressin
perum accuptaquam alit volorempor
asperem ratqui quibeatem voluptis ea
vellignis soluptatiunt et odignatiossi sit

Aspitat. Rum quam velessitatum nus de
eum quation pernate autaque lautem
quiatus nate nonet magnatur suntisi
cusapicia quos endi optasimusa conet
volumqui alia velitis plitio. Temquibus
maximusdam il ipit est opti omnis ullent
hari dolupis simporerovid quunt incimus
ut voluptiatam quam rerioritam vel is
doluptibus.
Re nem exercipsum suntur as alitioratem
faccum ea planto et ut ius coratur alique

When the
stars align
BILL STANKEY ’80

“An education puts you
on a road — but that
road has forks,” said Bill
Stankey, whose criminal
justice degree was nothing
more than a free ride to a career in entertainment
representation.
“One day after graduation I took a job with a security agency
because they gave me a company car, and I figured I could use it to
interview for something I would be interested in.” Soon Stankey was
representing talent for the lecture circuit that included Abbie Hoffman,
Timothy Leary, Hunter S. Thompson and G. Gordon Liddy. That led
to booking celebrities with health challenges for pharmaceutical
companies trying to promote drug therapies.
“At UD I booked bands and entertainment for campus events,
so that was really my education and entrée into the entertainment
business,” said Stankey, who is president of Westport Entertainment in
Fairfield, Conn.
Other forks in the road include producing one of the first spokenword records, Sound Bites from the Counter Culture, which spawned a
movie, Roadside Prophets, starring John Doe, Adam Horowitz and John
Cusack, that Stankey co-produced.
“The thing I like most about talent management is I get to have
some fun and make some friends while trying to make someone else’s
career goals come to pass. As a result, I learn something, make a few
bucks and grow my own business at the same time.”
One of Stankey’s hottest clients, Ty Pennington of ABC’s Extreme
Makeover Home Edition fame, was in Chicago last year for a Sears
commercial when they ran into some fellow Flyers. “The director, Jeff
Marpe, was a UD grad, and the house we used to shoot was the home
of two ’79 grads,” said Stankey. “I have run into hundreds of people
who went to UD, and they all loved it. Not liked it, loved it.” Stankey still
maintains friendships with many of his housemates, even traveling to
the New Orleans Jazzfest together every year.
“I loved the sense of community you got at UD.”
So, if Ty Pennington were to refurbish a UD building, what should it
be? “The Deli. I never liked it — should have been torn down 30 years
ago.”
Perhaps an extreme deli makeover is in our future.
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—Jeaneen Parsons

et as nulliquos percimus conse idus,
aut alibusc ienihit ionsent, sum ute
senia quidelibus audi same cones atur?
Quia sum ipsam simus, omnis sequam
quatem ipsus.

eicipsant, imus moluptiur sunt fugit,
te magnatis si cullest, to mincium quod
que et ma num, quatquidem rerovitium
ullab imus de nihitatur, exerundus quo es
minvelent.

Aruptas pernam site pratust, nimenim
porepra tiorum de voloreprat.

Dolenda ndanias et, sit odit veri bea nimi,
consequia adis is provident, core, si que
dolupici digenis exceaqui as eni cusciisti
doluptaquae pratiore plam nobis sam
quas excepta tquidit, sequi omnieni utem
quassitibus que nectiis enecust repedip
ietusa quo idunt eossinci invelitin re
laborep erumque consent.

Vendit, omnis dolore voloremped quia
volor molum quidebit eratur aut utes
doluptatis dolentur alicimo earumque
netur magniti il eium as quas quament.
Od ma dolore, voluptatur andenet essimil
invenitam, simin eveliae sim intus, qui
re quam nis nobisim incientibus assitibus
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reperum quibeaquam aciendam non
nobisque consequatur, suntem antiamet
eatquam aliquia cum quibus, sequaerit,
quatus ressunt.
Bero optasima cusciistium asperio. Et
qui ullaborporum con comnienet verum
id qui optamus, santotatibus erfersp
eriates sedigen daestesto quuntistis ut
ommolore, corrum nossint moluptatium
re commoluptam si dolupta debitate vel
molorpo ribusam, sam, sin pa escil ipicia
quaeria sperum fuga. Iliquia sperum quo
evenihi tibusciaecum volupta estoreium
eliandis dendita volupta ideribus ma
consed et, corporia audam reptatus
porat etus ent paruptat vel ipsape con
nit, omnis dolore, sus doluptatur, conse
qui none nem qui as eum rendae. Sa qui
dit, apic tem quos ducit officienit, ad
mo quate et omnis qui blautat id quodis
resed magnisquiam dentemodit asperio.
Itae. Dent aut quae pla sitatiis ipsuntium
imenien ienient volorenis as endestio
omnimpo rectat as eum qui nos corem.
Aximporeria voloratque cus di officaborro
ipide none ex es endio bearund eribus
idestibus.
Sin pero tem et ut fugit idebit fuga. Tem

illab ium quid qui blanda nusa ni ut quam
nullis inctemolore occullabo. Udanis unt.
Moluptia volori quatiis dioreru ntorate
ipsantio ium quaspera vit u ut expe
veria volupit quia doloratem ratuscidel
maximod itaquaerum ario odio. Dam iur,
sim isciis doluptatatum que doles inum
quiatem oluptiaepe offic tem sinctat
usantis everunt aut inciis aut atem dolore
iditatem idit, simusti isquasperum, cus
dolores tiberrum alique et qui tes debitas
es sa quis eossequat rest lab invella boreius
destemqui core conseceaque dolupta
quodita ecullit dolum re sint millandam
et quas quiae cust, tem eaquam, te repedi
deleculpa nam eium que que eiciumquam
imporpore re odit, et exercip sandisi
tinvent il is dolorum volest odigendae
digendent ad quatium adipsus aceptas
ilitia simusae venist quo modipie nissend
iaspellabore et ent, ullantu repudites as
minto omnimet int ut venihic tenducide
omnimin velibus et laut ea corem aut
andelescia doluptium que reptus ex ea
pori quiaes volende ndanientotae et
verit magnietur, illanda quiandit, alia
voluptatur rerro minis et labor apidebitam
elesequo eos voluptae doluptata dustion
posapici qui dit ellum sit facesequam

eumet aciente mporum atibus elicil
milignam cuptas magnis doluptu
riore, conseribus dent quuntia eptaqui
officiaturis
et
landent
fuga. Tempori
o r r o v i t
at e m p e l i q u i
a l i q u i
volorem
ut
ommoluptibus simolenet re imporit et
porepudandi andic temposs ectium,
natia volupta tuscilia periore volo qui
dem ra quam fugit eos etus eatur? Os
magnatem ex es quis doluptae cuptate
mpossus eum est es magnist ecatio
idebita tiatet alis sunt optaqui sunto
odiamet am, nullesecto conse porio bla
iniminum esentur sed ex et vene re que
delluptatur?
Simporatum
necaerum
suntore
ipid
excepreptate
volest,
totaeressi am as quo cus eaquatet de
nempore ctestotas aspelent moluptatur
restrum endisti dolupta tectibuscium
qui di necuptur, to bea nulpari tionserro
delestorita in re veles unda vid expelle
nderates et aut vellendit occum que con
es conem dolupta quiat.
At et repernatur simus et ventios di ulpa

nonseque natiaeste volupta spernatium,
quat aut ommolor aliatur?
Otatium fugit asperum qui ut esti as ipit
videm dolupturios dunt aligendi alictiunt
et volessimusam et debitios dellaccum
autendis ad eum de esed que in pellescium
is re nonsequam ilis nost, con prepe eost
inum faccupta doluptam, ut ipsant,
officit, nosaperfera dunt.
Suntemo luption earitiis ero omnim
voluptatio videbit exera quat assecto dipid
quo tem faceat estrumet et ipit velese
dundant que ommodi apictam volorib
eatur?
Temporehenis res etus de illibus il es
quibusam demqui dipsae diti reptatur
abo. Idipicimi, seceaqui blatqua sinullat.
Tem corum nonserios vero mi, conseque
ex essunt ipsae et omnihit od quam,
invero corerro modis volo consectam
restiostrum dolestor aut et etustrum as
nullupidem quatum aut alitatiunt, et
liquatem doluptat.
Ipsam cume oditatibus nullabo reptur,
quae. Ne laut et est, cum iundus et landae
plaborumqui ut pro temperum voloreniet
de veraescia poria vid qui aborem

fugia
quam,
nisiminto
volorehendis
et
volenim
invenda
muscipsam,
in
elescil
et,
nosandempos
volupta con cum arum ut raes
pedis et offic te nis estione
ipsa quae nonsequi occaepr epuditi alit,
cum fuga. Ene venditi commos aut elist,
unt quiaepta core sunt esendio rercia cone
nonsequia quamenimil isima nem que
excearu mquibus cimodis et at ut debitia
volorrum eumque num quas
maxim escimet as illorem
poreperore verumet quatus
ad essunt excessime aborum
volorep udicili tamenet quo
dolorumquis doluptat.
Ihictent as eost, si te se non pa derovit et
quidiam faccum hariae dolupta denimolo
dolorrovit abo. Et voluptio. Eveliberento
doloratur?
Hent odi dolluptatias suntem aut eici
ommolor ibusdam ipsam que volorit
assenest, id quam acesenis ut venieni nus
ex esequos aperrunt.
Aliqui quam ut aut liquam, ommo
elias pa doluptatur, qui debitae providi
tatemporero od ullestestia il iur sint, od

qui dolori cullit lat.
Rum ut latum et modipis auta quo vellorit
eos acerers perionse optatia volorep
udiant eaquidunt.
Ciae vel modit il molupta tatiatia nati
resernatum harciis pero mintios aut
occaboratest resti dolor sento tecaborem
non cus repelenim enditas doluptae.
Ut poriani sed entibus sit, officium in
prepe porum fuga. Nequunt faccuptatque
sendissedi duscilitios quatat ratibus
cillamus inciti dolest rerest, tent,
testrunt magnis eum quatemo dunt
estem doluptatias ea simusda dus aut
hit ipici ut lab idebit, natiaspe vellaut
aquodignam, sequam que por sam,
eatur, simil inciaes pore, et odio. Se des
ut ullupta nobit ilique lignis ma aut
fugit eicium et lantotae natusae nusti
omniminci dentibusam, tem eosam voles
am reperciis magnatasitis nonseratempe
erit, quo ma sametur apienimus mo
culparcitae nonsectate incipsunt volorion
nam nimolo ipicabo. Heni assinciam,
sim doluptiatum andae evel inihill oribus
evendi alignit et volorrovit volorro con
nonseque plibero eate voluptate voloriae
plaut ent, te ate esequam ipsandio

velectur sapedi digende nihite quia
doluptates inus aut aut aruptat.
Fici ut quianit atius, to cum nonsecullant
harchillabo. Nam veniti te dolliqui
dolum ium quam sint, uta ab id mi,
omnienis di cus estiae sum quas audae
volorit ab is duciment et abo. Aborro con
plab inci qui cullitiunt harchil iatur, tem
faces consere, optatqu atenet ea volor
alignim invenis et ma elit postiamet
aut et optatet illecumque si offictem que
escimus core ex explat untempo reperio
ea volorit ped experepe resequi te explam
vollist otaector accum ra nullita comnis
nobisque aceaquas dit que niatur, cum
arit, omnis ipsapit, as aut pra explatur,
quunt.

que dolore non nias dolende bitions
edistrum reribus erum nist pelisquo
cullo inci doluptaepuda id quis acipsa
sequatus et reptas aut vent qui sinihitat
pos comnis remodi ducia natur aut
quia diatemporiae la vollacc ulliquidera
veriaecto inverupiet molor mi, ommos
sincias molenis quo omnis volupti quam
numqui dit venihiciant ligenis ad que
duntibusam sum restibus.
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Rit, optamus daeperrum eicimus.
Offictium
essinctur?

aciis

ium,

ulleniam

ex

Ur, et rerum accaborit andae dolupta vit,
cum quam, consedi consequatat officil
mincipiet, omnihit ut rae preribus
velis et odis aut pereres min et ut offic
teturessim expel in consequos int illitib
ustores sumquid eliquae. Inctat quodis
ilicipsunto etur accum ea nienimint

Nos eum fugiat eatem que verae sum
asimaximus ut in pere eos et, inctatis
erum as earuptas que adit, ut esse
vellamentem et ut paruptat.
Evelignit accus modicab orepti berum
quia nus aborum faceprent quae que
nem fugia eos adicill orposto rerspis aliti
cone cum rehendene sit quos ium ipsam
faccae oditias doluptati officient.
Quiae
porporestor
sunt
doluptat
faccumentet quid que velit et, il modis
quatur?
Dam quo et la conse ni odigent,
omnistionsed mod ut auta nullatu
remolup tatquosam ne intorum conem
eatqui bea cus exceaquae. Invelit, ut utas
amus, cone odignate volupta autaesto

ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE: ’01
s dolende bitions edistrum reribus erum nist pelisquo cullo inci doluptaepuda id quis acipsa sequatus et reptas aut vent qui sinihitat pos comnis remodi ducia natur aut quia
diatemporiae la vollacc ulliquidera veriaecto inverupiet molor mi, ommos sincias molenis qu
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s dolende bitions edistrum reribus erum
nist pelisquo cullo inci doluptaepuda id
quis acipsa sequatus et reptas aut vent
qui sinihitat pos comnis remodi ducia
natur aut quia diatemporiae la vollacc
ulliquidera veriaecto inverupiet molor
mi, ommos sincias molenis quo omnis
volupti quam numqui dit venihiciant
ligenis ad que duntibusam sum
restibus.
Nos eum fugiat eatem que verae sum
asimaximus ut in pere eos et, inctatis
erum as earuptas que adit, ut esse
vellamentem et ut paruptat.

ecto
s dolende bitions edistrum
reribus erum nist pelisquo cullo
inci doluptaepuda id quis acipsa
sequatus et reptas aut vent
quiellamentem sunt doluptat
faccumentet quid que velit et, il
modis quatur?
Dam quo et la conse ni odigent,
omnistionsed mod ut

veto
s dolende bitions edistrum
reribus erum nist pelisquo
cullo inci doluptaepuda id
quis acipsa sequatus et reptas
aut vent qui sinihitat pos
comnis remodi ducia natur aut
quia diatemporiae la vollacc
ulliquidera v nus aborum
faceprent quaient.
Quiae porporestor sunt doluptat
faccumentet quid que velit et, il
modis quatur?
Dam quo et la conse ni odigent,
omnistionsed mod ut
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suau
s dolende bitions edistrum
reribus erum nist pelisquo cullo
inci doluptaepuda id quis acipsa
sequatus et reptas aut vent qui
sinnt.
Quiae porporestor sunt doluptat
faccumentet quid que velit et, il
modis quatur?
Dam quo et la conse ni odigent,
omnistionsed mod ut

sequatus
s dolende bitions edistrum
reribus erum nist pelisquo
cullo inci doluptaepuda id
quis acipsa sequatus et reptas
aut vent qui sinihitat pos
comnis remodi ducia natur aut
quia diatemporiae la vollacc
ulliquidera veriaecto inverupiet
molor mi, ommos sincias
molenis quo omnis volupti
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Mississippi
memories
ANGELA PARKER ’87

A year-and-a-half ago, Angela Parker ’87 didn’t think
the United States would have
its first black president — but it wasn’t because
she thought the United States wasn’t ready.
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“I just didn’t think Barack Obama had a chance against the Clinton
machine,” said Parker, assistant director of classroom support in UDit,
the University’s information technology division.
For her father, Frank Parker of Trotwood, Ohio, Obama’s election
was unfathomable for entirely different reasons: He witnessed the birth
of the civil rights movement.
Merely one generation apart, their perspectives seem from different worlds. That’s why Parker stayed in Dayton for the historic inauguration, joining her father at his home to watch it.
Parker’s father grew up in Greenwood, Miss., and recounts vividly
the sights, the sounds and even the smells in the air on Aug. 31, 1955
— the day police recovered the decomposing body of Emmitt Till from
the Tallahatchie River near his home. Three days before, Till had been
kidnapped, beaten, shot and dumped in the river with the metal fan of a
cotton gin tied with barbed wire around his neck. Till’s death, less than
four months after the murders of two other black men attempting to cast
ballots in Mississippi, became a catalyst for the civil rights movement.
“For my father and people who were around during that time, the
inauguration of an African-American president is something they never
dreamed would happen,” said Parker, who majored in biomedical
engineering technology. “This will be a very special day for him.”
It was indeed.
“He talked about his father maintaining his dignity,” she said. “It
took a quiet strength for a man to remain dignified in an environment
where people are constantly trying to rob you of your dignity. … He told
me, ‘I wish my mom could see this.’”
Parker said her grandmother always voted, but her grandfather
never did because he couldn’t pass the literacy test required of black
voters at the polls.
“He told me how they used to chime a bell when the polls opened
and closed,” she said. “One time, his father’s boss heard the bell and
asked him if he’d voted. It was a dig. His boss knew he couldn’t have
voted.”
Though being in Washington for the inauguration would have
been a great experience, “I knew I was in the right place,” Parker said.
“There will come a time when kids will ask why this was a big deal, and
I can give witness. I can give witness to what things were like because
of what my father told me. I don’t take history for granted.”
— Maureen Schlangen
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A string of childhood ER visits — and the excellent treatment he received — persuaded Bob
Sobehart to become a doctor, but his career has
hardly focused on childhood mishaps.
Sobehart is an emergency physician for a shock trauma platoon
stationed near Fallujah, Iraq, where he treats injured U.S. and Iraqi
armed forces and civilian contractors.
Deployed since February, the premed graduate and married
father of two girls is on his second tour with the Marines. He was
deployed to Fallujah in August 2004, around the time U.S. troops took
over the city, which is 40 miles west of Baghdad.
Not an hour after his arrival in 2004, a tank sitting near the battalion aid station was hit with a rocket-propelled grenade. Sobehart
performed a crichothyrotomy — a surgical airway procedure — on
an injured Marine at the scene.
“That was probably the most intense moment for me,” Sobehart
wrote in an e-mail. “It’s a procedure rarely necessary in the U.S., so
you never really get to practice it other than in a laboratory setting.”
Thanks in part to Sobehart’s quick action, the Marine survived his
injuries.
Sobehart, his fellow doctor and Navy corpsman treated more
than 300 patients during the two-week-long battle, even while under
fire. But it was the courage displayed by the Marines and Navy
forces, he said, that has stayed with him.
Now Sobehart, who earned his M.D. at the University of Pittsburgh, has returned to a region he describes as safer than five years
ago.
“I sleep more easily, and my main job is training the rest of the
platoon for the unlikely occurrence
of traumatic injuries and mass
casualties,” he said.
“Hopefully it will be nothing
more than good training never
tested in the fire of true battle.”
— Lauren Pauer
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Healing heroes
LT. ROBERT SOBEHART ’99
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Brad VanVleet’s decision to be “back home again
in Indiana” after graduation was an easy one.
“I’m a small-town guy, and I love Richmond,” he said.
Returning to help with the family business, VanVleet Insurance,
came naturally.
“I went to other interviews, looked around and thought, ‘Why not
come back and learn from my dad while I’m young?’” he said. “And
I’ve always liked helping people. I like sales.”
But sales wasn’t always his dream. He joked that as a young boy
he’d had dreams of playing professional football. While he didn’t quite
make it into the NFL, his love for the game made him a letter-winner
for the Flyers, and he brought that enthusiasm back to Richmond,
where he is an active part of the Hub Etchison Youth Tackle Football
League. He said it’s all about giving back to the community that
raised him and providing future opportunities for his children.
But sports isn’t the only way he’s giving back; VanVleet was
instrumental in the founding of Richmond Young Adult Professionals,
an organization for businessmen and women just getting started. He
said Richmond is just like a lot of other Midwestern communities —
not a lot of jobs or industry.
“A lot of college graduates head to the coasts,” he said. “We knew
Richmond had the potential, and we just wanted to explore that.”
VanVleet is exploring his own potential, too. He is a member of
the Wayne County Area Chamber of Commerce in Richmond, the
president of Independent Insurance Agents of Richmond and the
2008 recipient of the Governor’s Award for Tomorrow’s Leaders — all
before the age of 30.
Was he ever tempted by a move to a bigger city? No way, he said.
“Here, everyone is looking,”
he said. “In a bigger place like
Indianapolis, you’re just another
person, but in a smaller town like
this, your impact can be felt.”
— Laura Edwards ’09       

Hometown guy
BRAD VANVLEET ’01
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andit, temporepta arcidunt doloribus,
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quae sedignia venti dolupic tem apictor
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repudae perfern atiate viderum, odis
moditatiur, tenem reperia aut et autem.
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eum faccatio doluptae nonectur rem quas
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Re nem exercipsum suntur as alitioratem
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Od ma dolore, voluptatur andenet essimil
invenitam, simin eveliae sim intus, qui
re quam nis nobisim incientibus assitibus
eicipsant, imus moluptiur sunt fugit,
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quaeria sperum fuga. Iliquia sperum quo
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Washington
insider
BRAD DOUDICAN ’04

If you want the real inside
story of Washington, D.C.,
ask structural engineer Brad Doudican.
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He’s shimmied along the steel that knits together the inner and outer domes of the U.S. Capitol Building. He’s enjoyed the view from the
roof of the Supreme Court. He’s crawled through dirty and cramped
attics like the one adjacent to the House and Senate intelligence committees’ offices.
“We caused a bit of a national security stir trying to access some
of the spaces,” said Doudican, who for two years worked with the
Architect of the Capitol to develop and install personal fall protection
systems and the structural improvements needed to support them. He
received special training in advanced structural design and fall protection code compliance as project manager for improvements to the U.S.
Capitol Building.
Before he and his team from LJB Inc. could install tiebacks — to
which workers such as window washers connect to catch them in case
of a fall — the engineers had to verify that the structure could support
the loads imposed by a falling mass.
That meant tracing the designs of these buildings through countless additions, architects and engineers.
“When you have a building like the Capitol, where the cornerstone
was laid by George Washington, you’re tracing the proposed stress
loads through iterations of construction over several hundred years,” he
said. “There were a lot of ‘wow’ moments.”
Such as when he crawled between the domes. “This is why I’m a
structural engineer,” he said as he described shining his flashlight on
the dusty, steel webbing. “You realize you’re inside this priceless work
of art.”
His love for engineering translated into adjunct teaching at UD, followed by an interest in a doctorate in civil engineering and composite
materials at Ohio State University, which he began last September.
Now when he looks at pictures of D.C., he sees a political and an
engineering history. He also sees the mark he left, the new structures
integrated into existing roofs that allow workers to safely do their jobs
because he did his.
— Michelle Tedford
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When Carolyn Verst joined DuPont, she spent
Monday nights playing pickup five-on-five soccer
in Asturias, Spain. Her teammates were surprised: “An
American who can play soccer, and she’s a woman?”
Soccer in Spain is a recent sideline for Verst, a project engineer
tapped in 2007 to help lead the engineering team responsible for
launching a $104 million facility to produce isophthaloyl chloride, an
ingredient in DuPont Nomex, a flame-resistant fiber used in protective clothing.
During 2008, the chemical engineering graduate traveled
monthly to Spain; since January, she’s been onsite, supporting the
plant’s startup and speaking more and more Spanish.
Called to fill in for her supervisor, Verst had one day’s notice
before her first trip to Spain. An older sister provided packing tips;
her boss briefed her on cultural differences. “Spaniards can be passionate and intense in a work environment,” her boss advised. In the
States, heated meetings can cause hard feelings; “here, everyone
leaves friends,” she said. “I’ve learned to be patient with people
interrupting each other. It’s how they hash things out.”
Verst has had chances to teach as well as learn. Chosen to represent DuPont at the 2008 Construction Users Round Table national
conference, she served on the Next Generation Advisory Board,
presenting the team’s findings on differences in values, priorities
and interaction styles between the up-and-coming and experienced
generations.
Through the DuPont Field Engineering Program, she will rotate
through several two- to three-year assignments, gaining experience
at different company sites. In April she will return to the States.
“It’s harder than I expected to be gone this much,” said Verst, who
comes from a large family in northern Kentucky and spent a summer
studying in Australia and one doing
service in Thailand.
Working internationally has reinforced “how strong my roots are.”
— Deborah McCarty Smith ’93

¿Habla
engineering?
CAROLYN VERST ’05
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Nowhere is
nice
ERICA CAUDILL ’08

Nowhere is definitely
somewhere for Erica
Caudill — somewhere very special, in fact.
“I just love it here,” Caudill said from her home in Ketchikan,
Alaska. “It’s just beautiful.”
Ketchikan, of course, was to anchor one side of the recently
celebrated “Bridge to Nowhere.” “Nowhere,” locals knew, was
Ketchikan’s airport on sparsely populated Gravina Island.
Caudill moved to Ketchikan in August under a one-year contact
to clerk for the Alaska Superior Court. And while it sometimes feels
like “a continuation of law school” — researching issues for the
judge, checking case citations, making recommendations — it suits
her just fine. She sought a clerkship because she hadn’t decided
which area of law to pursue and knew clerking would give her a
broad experience.
“I really like it, and part of it is … there’s a lot of community in
Ketchikan,” she said.
Caudill first fell in love with Alaska while visiting in 2004. Then,
the summer before her third year of law school, she landed an
internship with the public defender’s office in Ketchikan. Under a
temporary permit, she was able to fully represent clients, carrying
her own caseload and appearing in court. “When I moved back to
Ohio, I knew my heart was still in Alaska,” she said, so she went
back.
Caudill is, in fact, one of two ’08 UD law grads in Alaska. The
other, Sarah Sipe DeMoss, also a superior court clerk, is working
north of the Arctic Circle. Caudill, a Cleveland area native, is not
sure what she’ll do after next August. For now, she’s happy where
she is. The scenery is breathtaking, the work rewarding.
“It’s just a great experience,” she said, “and I get to live in
Alaska.”
—Vince McKelvey ’72
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bee games on Albert Emanuel’s lawn and a

clear view of the soft blue dome of the chapel.

A HOUSE WITH
A VIEW — AND
P E R S PECTIVE

“When we couldn’t all make it to
UD, somehow miraculously UD came
to us.”
That’s how Edgard Barakat ‘78 ‘81
described the University of Dayton’s
first alumni event in the Middle East,
a May 27 reception on the Mediterranean seashore in Beirut that brought
together 65 alumni, spouses and children for nostalgia and traditional Lebanese fare of shawarma and falafel.
University of Day-

For 2005 graduates Sean Corcoran, Matt

ton President Daniel

Warren, it was more than just a place to

Joseph Saliba, mak-

discovered a lasting bond that they want to

A first for
a president
and provost,
a first for
an alumni
chapter

similar outreach effort in Kuwait earlier this year.
“This was a pioneering visit, perhaps the first of any American university president and provost to Lebanon in recorded history,” said Barakat, a senior lecturer
in business administration and economics at Notre
Dame University-Louaize in Beirut, who coordinated the event.
“To have Dr. Curran and Dr. Saliba in the region shortly after visits to China and India makes
us realize the importance that UD puts on its internationalization efforts and the role they envision
for us,” he said. “Our alumni, as true ambassadors
JEROEN KRAMER

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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From the expansive front porch at 431 Col-

lege Park, you’ve got a front-row seat for Fris-

for UD, will help by communicating the Marianist heritage in

Heyrman, Nicholas Tabernik and Chad

J. Curran and Provost

hang their hats — it’s where four friends

ing his first trip back
to his homeland in

nately now needed more than

share with future Flyers.

28 years, shared news

ever.”

They all left UD with great memories

about campus initia-

Barakat left Lebanon dur-

and good jobs. While moving Warren to Ida-

tives and the Univer-

ing its civil war to study at the

ho for his first job after graduation, Heyr-

sity’s internationaliza-

University of Dayton. He re-

man, Tabernik and Warren came up with

tion strategy. During

turned to campus last summer

the idea of a scholarship. Inspired by a fam-

their weeklong visit,

for his 30th class reunion and

ily they knew, they designated the scholar-

the two also met Mi-

now is helping his alma mater

ship for a student whose immediate family

chel Suleiman, presi-

launch a Middle East alumni

has felt the financial impact of a physical

dent

Lebanon,

chapter, the University’s first in-

or emotional handicap, which can make

and visited secondary

ternational alumni chapter. He

saving for college difficult. They decided to

schools and univer-

considers this effort “a small

name it for the home they shared for two

sities to recruit stu-

debt repayment” for what the

years.

dents and establish

University did for him.

“UD has impacted our lives in so many

academic exchanges.

ways. The 431 College Park Endowed Schol-

The trip follows a

of

our local community. We can
be a bridge between cultures
and civilizations — unfortu-

“UD proved to be both my
Above, Joseph Saliba and Daniel Curran in Lebanon. Top, Saliba with Edgard Barakat ’78 ’81.

family and my home.”
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arship is our way of ensuring others will

have the opportunity for a world-class education while establishing lifelong memo-

The 21 Laws of Sales Success / JACK SCHERER ’67 /

operations manager for RuffaloCody living

Working for more than 20 years in sales, Scherer has developed 21 principles that lead to increased sales. “Sales doesn’t have a
great reputation because too many people are more concerned with making the sale than solving problems for the customer.
Every sale is really a solution to a problem. Building trust is the key.”

ries and friendships,” said Warren, a senior
in Boston.

“The scholarship has given us just

one more thing to unite around, celebrate
and work toward, just as we did at our old

abode,” said Heyrman, who lives in Toledo, Ohio, with his wife, Christine Sawicki

Heyrman ’05. “Next to sitting on the porch,

my favorite 431 memory was waking up to
the bells ringing from the chapel. I missed
it so much my wife and I just bought a

house within earshot of similar bells at the
University of Toledo.”

Still in the funding phase, the goal is to

have the scholarship fully funded by their

five-year class reunion. And while the four
friends are scattered across three states, the

self-proclaimed “one-flip wonders” remain
close.

Warren sums it up this way: “If this

scholarship can ensure the recipient can

come to UD and experience four of the best

years of their life, then it’s all worth it.”
—Jeaneen Parsons
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The Power of Critical Thinking / LEWIS VAUGHN ’73 /
Heading into its third edition this September, Vaughn’s textbook explores the essentials of critical reasoning,
argumentation and logic. “At UD, I fell in love with philosophy, poetry and my wife all at the same time, and
those loves never left me,” he said. “I’m still with the same woman and writing poetry and philosophy.”

Beyond Light / ROSEMARIE BILY ’52 /
Bily’s science fiction novel is the tale of two brothers who discover an ancient people that guide the
preservation of Mother Earth. And it’s written entirely in dialogue because, Bily said, “that’s just
how it came down.”
Stalking the Subject: Modernism and the Animal / CARRIE ROHMAN ’93 /
Rohman’s academic study of animals in literature explores the relationship between animality
and identity in the works of Joseph Conrad, H.G. Wells, Djuna Barnes and others. “In some ways,
the book is as much about humans as it is about animals,” she said.

Up to Our Eyeballs / JOSÉ GARCÍA ’97 /
The current economic crisis didn’t take García and his two co-authors by
surprise. In their 2008 book, they gave early warning about many of the
economic problems the nation confronts today. “The mortgage debacle
hit just as we were finishing — as we suspected it would — so we added a
chapter explaining how and why it happened.”

—Laura Edwards ’09

ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
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CHAPTER POSTCARDS

WORK HARD, PLAY HARD
We are the champions, my friend

Call it what you will — the Queen
City, Porkopolis, home of a certain Jesuit Atlantic 10 rival —
and also call it home to more
than 7,000 UD alumni.
Actually, being in Xavier’s home territory isn’t all that bad, said Cincinnati
alumni chapter president Rosetherese
Artuso ’03.
“We were all taught in one way or
another to learn, lead, serve,” she said.
“The Xavier grads are great and love

Cincinnati

this city just as much as the UD grads
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do and get involved the same ways we do.”
With more than 7,000 alumni living inside the Interstate 275 loop, the UD alumni chapter thrives on variety. Father Eugene Contadino, S.M. ’62 came down in March to offer his “What It Means to Be Catholic in 2009”
program. There are summer Reds games, winter UD basketball game watches, rec sports teams, career networking receptions, service projects with Ronald McDonald House, evenings with Shakespeare and afternoons at the
horse track with the Dayton chapter. Over the holidays, the chapter works with Purcell Marian High School to
adopt several families as part of its Christmas off Campus celebration.
And in between, Artuso says, there are plenty of what she calls those “oh-my-gosh-I-can’t-believe-it’s-you
moments” when she happens to cross paths with someone she hasn’t seen since her student days.

K

ickball is all fun and games — until you’re up against your big sister
and your dad in the league championship.
Mary Kearney ’07 can tell you firsthand. She and her team lived up
to her team’s name, Tank’s Bar and We’ll Kick Your Ass, taking the summer
2008 grudge match championship from her sister Sarah ’04 and dad Jim ’76,
whose team was the two-time defending champion.
There were other plots and subplots in the season, like Jim’s Campus
South buddy Pat Lamb ’76. When Lamb asked about playing in the league,
Sarah said he could be “a sub of a sub.” Mary got wind of the snub and put
Lamb on her own team.
“Those Kearneys are just a little bit competitive,” Lamb said.
The same can be said of the Chicago alumni chapter’s all-UD kickball
league, which boasts about 150 players on eight teams who play Wednesday
nights throughout the summer in Clarendon Park in Lakeview.
Alumni in chapters across the country are taking their games seriously.
For the Cincinnati chapter, it’s summer sand volleyball and winter broomball on Fountain Square, where the games are broadcast live on the 42-foothigh video board. In Cleveland, there’s the Flyer Classic Golf Outing.
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For the Washington, D.C., chapter, it’s flag football and softball in the
Capital Alumni Network, where they take on alumni chapters from Boston
College to Stanford. On Ohio Day, they go up against Ohio State, Ohio University and Xavier. Think games against that last school get intense?
“Heck yeah, man. People are sliding, getting hurt because they really
want to win,” said Meg Thatcher ’05, a high school math teacher and the
chapter’s softball coordinator. “The rivalries are still alive and well.”
Rec sports are a very UD part of the mix of service, family days, networking nights and other offerings of the 34 alumni chapters. Intramurals
are huge on campus — 4,111 undergraduates participated in the 2007-08
academic year — so why turn off the tap after graduation?
And then there’s the thrill of beating your older sister and dad, even in
kickball, but Mary Kearney kept it in perspective when she and her Tank’s
teammates were crowned champions.
“It was a really good feeling,” she said. “I didn’t really rub it in their
faces, although we did have champagne.”
And this summer, they have a championship to defend.
— Matthew Dewald

“In the four years I’ve lived here I’ve learned how small the world really is.”
— Matthew Dewald

FIVE GREAT WAYS TO SPEND TIME IN CINCINNATI
1. PARTY IN THE PARK
Put a little weekend in your
Wednesday at Sawyer Point on
the banks of the Ohio River,
“a great place for alumni of
all ages,” Rosetherese Artuso
says. “It almost reminds me of
those old Ghetto porch parties
from campus, just on a bigger
scale.”

2. CINCINNATI
SHAKESPEARE COMPANY

3. THE ARTS ACROSS
TOWN

“A newfound love of mine,”
says Artuso about the
professional company in the
heart of Cincinnati’s Backstage
District.

From the Cincinnati Art
Museum to the Aronoff Center
to the Zaha Hadid-designed
Contemporary Arts Center and
the historical grandeur of Union
Terminal, the city offers choices
for every taste and budget.

For more information about your chapter, visit the chapter pages at

4. MOUNT ADAMS

5. FUN FOR THE FAMILY

The steep, narrow streets of
Mount Adams offer some of
the city’s coolest night life and
sweeping views of downtown
and the Ohio River. On
Cincinnati’s highest point sits
Holy Cross-Immaculata Church,
where, in a tradition dating to
1860, thousands of the faithful
say prayers on its steps on
Good Friday.

Kings Island, the Beach
Waterpark, the zoo, canoeing
and camping — there’s plenty
to keep you in touch with the
great outdoors. And just across
the river in Kentucky, there’s the
Newport Aquarium.

http://alumni.udayton.edu/
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GOOD WORKS

Not all philanthropic
gifts to the University
of Dayton come in
the form of a check.

HIDDEN TREASURE

From the significant to the quirky, the unexpected and the delightful,
UD’s archives open up windows into the University’s history.

Sometimes they turn up in big
trucks. Consider these:
n Motoman Inc. donated topof-the-line robots to create the
Motoman Robotics Lab in the
School of Engineering. SAS
Automation is lending a hand.
Actually hands. As part of a fiveyear agreement, SAS is providing
“end-of-arm” tools to the robots.
These robots are known to dance,
usually after hours. Go to http://
www.youtube.com/UofDayton and
watch how they unwind after an
arduous day with researchers and
students. Value: $621,000.

NCR AND THE UNIVERSITY:
Old partners, big opportunity

62

Michael Webster ’88 vividly remembers brisk, win-

try walks from campus to NCR’s Sugar Camp complex

where he worked while earning a bachelor’s degree in
management.

University of Dayton to develop the property for the

benefit of future generations, and we considered it a
privilege to contribute,” Webster says.

It’s one of numerous contributions NCR has made

“Not exactly the ‘walk a mile in the snow’ stories

to its neighboring university over more than two de-

the chance to move freely among the academic and

to UD, including nearly $3 million for the Anderson

you embellish for your kids, but I always appreciated

professional worlds. That gave me perspective and insights I rely upon today,” says Webster, chief strategy

and communications officer for NCR Corp. in Atlanta.

The young executive takes pride in NCR’s latest

cades. In all, NCR has donated more than $13 million
Information Science Center and $1 million for profes-

sorships in law and technology and global leadership
development.

“The relationship between NCR and the Universi-

philanthropic move — one that will allow his alma

ty of Dayton is unique in its longevity — it dates back

history.

its closeness,” Webster notes, pointing to archival

mater to embark on the biggest expansion in school

In one of the most unusual gifts the University of

Dayton has ever received, NCR relinquished $5 mil-

to the very year that NCR was founded in 1884 — and
history.

According to historical accounts, Julia Patterson

lion of participation rights in the development of the

told her sons, John and Frank, that she would allow

from the global technology company in 2005. The gift

register business only if Brother Maximin Zehler,

largely unused 50-acre parcel the University purchased
allows UD the flexibility to develop the land for academic and mixed use without sharing a portion of fu-

ture revenues. It gives the University the freedom to
chart its future.

The property, considered the most developable

parcel in the city of Dayton, runs from Brown Street to
the Great Miami River.

“We recognized the opportunity to empower the
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them to invest the small family fortune to start a cash
S.M., endorsed the business proposition. Zehler,
principal of the school that would eventually become
the University of Dayton, recognized the potential of

the cash register and even arranged to purchase some
of the family’s land, providing the infant business

with needed capital and the school with land for ex-

GAME OF LIFE

Brother William Wohlleben, S.M., founder of the University’s

chemistry and chemical engineering departments, was a doublethree.

Those were the numbers on his domino, one of 300 wooden

tiles that also bore names of Marianists and locations worldwide.
Brother George Sauer, Society of Mary Cincinnati Province inspec-

n In January, 165 huge boxes of
Christmas crèches and related
materials arrived from Down
Under. Australian collector
Elisabeth Van Mullekom-Cserep
donated more than 2,300 items
to the Marian Library — the
largest single gift it had ever
received. The gift adds
about 600 threedimensional
Nativity scenes
from more than
60 countries to
the library’s
massive crèche
collection,
making it one of
the largest in the
world. Value:
$150,000.

tor from 1909 to 1938, arranged them in eight tight rows to ensure

every school had its teachers and every Marianist had his assignment.

Sauer’s personnel listing instrument, on display in the Mari-

anist Archives in Roesch Library, was a practical solution to the
challenge of skyrocketing high school enrollment nationwide. He

wrote, “In 1909-1910, we were conducting five high schools; 19161917 will find us in charge of 11 of these schools — an increase of over
199 percent in seven years.”

In Sauer’s time, Marianists traveled yearly with their trunks to

Cincinnati to await the reading of assignments.

“Sometimes, if you had to move one person, then you had to

move another, which was cause to move another,” said Father Paul
Vieson, S.M., archives director. As the wooden blocks shifted, Marianists were off to new assignments. “Some of it was the domino

effect, and some of it was so you kept a wider perspective of things.”
Vieson fingered the wooden blocks, pulling out ones glued

with yellowing slips of paper typed
with recognizable names: Father
Norbert Burns, Brother Al Rose,
Brother Frank Deibel — who re-

n George Zimmerman, a
beloved music teacher who led
a popular annual Christmas carol
sing-along in Boll Theatre until his
retirement, gave the University his
treasured Kawai grand piano and
bench and a selection of American
sheet music. It sits grandly in the
band room in Reichard Hall.
Value: priceless.

cently celebrated his 100th birthday — and Father Charlie “A.B.”
Bloemer, nicknamed for the only
two grades he gave.

Yes, they really are dominoes.

Today, it’s a bit different, Vieson said. “I’ve been here since

1984; I’ve taken root.”

There are also fewer of us to move around, he added.

The province likely has spreadsheets and HR programs to track

personnel assignments these days, but they feel nothing like the

soft, worn wood or indented pips that once marked out the Marian-

pansion.

The rest is history.
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ists’ numbers in the game of life.
LARRY BURGESS
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—Michelle Tedford
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PERCEPTIONS

Charlie

Letter to a son

Country meets city

I sort through photos, ticket stubs, report

are full of Flyer T-shirts. Dayton Flyers floor

emotions of watching her child turn into a man.

a high school guidance counselor knocked on

cards, news clippings. I struggle with a mother’s

This winter, after learning you’d been ac-

cepted to the University of

Dayton, we pulled into the

Arena for a Dayton Flyers
game, and you acknowl-

lives on a country road at the very extremity of

the door of your honors English class, grinned

absent from my childhood memories. Our va-

Here’s a little secret to college.
It’s not about earning a degree.
It’s about making a life.

edged, “I’ve been going to

and flashed the score of the

Flyers’ A-10 tourney game
directly at you. Your teacher
was not amused.

Now, as you graduate

games all my life, and I’m finally a member of

from high school, you hesitate, not knowing

But you’ve always been a Flyer. I learned I

lege. It’s not about earning a degree. It’s about

the Flyer family.”

stories of your love for the Flyers and your own

University of Dayton “Anthem” at your gradua-

And one minute you’ll be part of the Red

minute, you’ll be hearing the refrains of the
tion ceremony in the same arena.

Listen to those words, rising and falling in

“masterpieces” at the child care center on cam-

the distance.

You earned “Camper of the Year” honors at the

calling.”

“Your alma mater calls. UD, we hear you
—Teri Rizvi ’90

I was at the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport,

boarding a flight to my hometown of Canton,
Ohio, last March, wearing a University of Dayton
jacket and the grin I’d had since watching the
Flyers beat West Virginia the previous day.

The woman in front of me in line turned,

saw my jacket and said, “Well, you had fun yesterday, didn’t you?”

She’d come to town to watch North Dakota

Leigh Ungerbuehler, each wrote — unaware
the other was doing so — to honor
and remember our friend Pete.

Leigh wrote, “The truth is that

Pete made us all laugh. He did the
unexpected, the outlandish and
at times the foolish — all with the

effort to get a smile. And he most
often succeeded. When he wasn’t

example.

He did the
unexpected,
the outlandish,
and at times the
foolish — all
with the effort to
get a smile.

trying to make you laugh, he had

“The year after we graduated,

Pete’s mom was diagnosed with
breast cancer. Pete didn’t say much

to anyone about this, but he im-

importance of giving back through service.”
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us move forward with our lives.

remain one of the strongest

Pete had done it again. He had brought to-

’04

hear, but it was always the truth.”

For alums like me who

have wandered far from the

a sensation that in some way Pete would help

Foundation, which was set up in

too much about that, either, but he knew the

to the NCAA tournament and to the Metrodome

without Pete’s advice and support. But we had

reunion in June, Pete Gruber is present.

honor of Pete’s deceased uncle. Pete never said

Many times it wasn’t what you wanted to

We talked for hours. We were at a loss

that I discovered he was involved

an uncanny ability to listen and give advice.

and screamed our heads off at the win over West

Virginia in a section that was a sea of Dayton red.
The local media duly noted the team and the fans.
I was thrilled to be there. I was proud.

A long-planned trip home to Canton (who

was a huge success.

gether his friends.

in another cause, The Joe Busam

pep band and the president. We went to the game

were dealing with Pete’s loss.

mediately took up the cause. And it
wasn’t until my last visit with Pete

We went to the alumni breakfast, got to hear the

the Kansas game, like thousands of other Flyer

away from editing and writing and to how we

glue that held everyone together. Pete led by

tournament and then playing in the Metrodome.

why the 2008-09 UD men’s basketball team’s trip

ample of these three virtues. Pete was the

sity of Dayton Magazine. We, Dan Rodenfels and

ter than UD, first, landing a berth in the NCAA

our thoughts. The conversation quickly moved

apart, two UD 2004 graduates wrote to Univer-

think of anyone who was a more fitting ex-

Great White North it couldn’t have gotten bet-

knew Dayton would be playing in the NCAA tour-

That North Dakota fan’s reaction sums up

As the Class of 2004 celebrates its five-year
—Dan Rodenfels ’04 and Leigh Ungerbuehler
To read Dan and Leigh’s stories of Pete and perhaps

to share, please visit: http://lovemesomepete.blogspot
.com/.

school, the sports teams often

nament just down the road?) caused me to watch
fans, on TV.

For alums like me, who have
wandered far from the school,
the sports teams often remain
one of the strongest ties.

ties. And the men’s basket-

ball team, by dint of its history, the intensity of

the UD fan base and the outsized attention the

nation pays to the NCAA tournament, is the University of Dayton to many, many people.

Here in the Twin Cities, we have a small but

increasingly active alumni group, thanks mostly
to the efforts of Amy Barstow, Class of 2002, our

chapter president. For us lonely alums in the

er Stewards program, the student element of
I had never been

kayaking before but
had several canoe
experiences

with

my family. The trip

took two days, starting north of Dayton just below the

There we all were,
experiencing two
of the most seemingly contradictory and opposite
environments —
nature and urban
development.

Dam

and ending just south of the University at Sun-

with the Flyers and the fans.

a long evening talking about how to merge

of UD alumnus Pete Gruber ’04. Over 400 miles

State. She talked about how impressed she was

Three years ago I planned a river trip for

Taylorsville

Flyers noticed

Dayton spirit of Lead, Learn, Serve: “I can’t

But in my time at UD, I have come to appre-

the Rivers Institute.

Oliver Purnell basketball camp. Your drawers

sary of a boating accident which took the life

ment.

Scare, screaming, “We are UD!” In the next

pus. You mastered the back float at the PAC.

After reading each other’s words, we spent

escaped the “corruption” of human develop-

your father, I blurted the news to my colleagues

You learned to count and make colorful

Dan wrote about how Pete embodied the

in pristine natural conditions that had mostly

students in an orientation program for the Riv-

exploits on the court.

Memorial Day 2009 marked the anniver-

wilderness. I understood beauty to be found

making a life.

in the PR office. Over the years, they’ve endured

Fifth-year reunion, lacking Pete

cations were always to national parks or other

ciate another kind of beauty: that of the city.

degree in English at UD. Seconds after phoning

—Lauren Tomasella ’09

our urban county. Sidewalks full of people are

quite what to expect. Here’s a little secret to col-

was pregnant just days after earning a master’s
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I grew up outside the suburbs. My family

mats grace the floor of your Toyota. One spring,

In line for the flight back

to the Twin Cities, the securi-

ty guard at the Akron-Canton
airport noticed that same UD

jacket. “Flyers, man,” he said.
“They looked good. How many

of those guys they got coming back next year?”
“All but one,” I replied.

We camped overnight at Island MetroPark.

The next morning, we portaged around a low
dam, came underneath an I-75 bridge, paddled
around a marshy bend in the stream and came
upon one of the most beautiful sights I have

ever seen: the skyline of the city of Dayton,
highlighted by the sparkle of the sun reflecting
off the water of the Great Miami River and the

pure blue sky imitating the water below. There

we all were, experiencing two of the most
seemingly contradictory and opposite environments — nature and urban development. They

seem to clash. But it was their unity here that
made the scene so beautiful.

That first breathtaking paddle into the city

of Dayton gave me an entirely new perspective. There I was, peacefully floating through

the heart of the bustling downtown Dayton. I
had never experienced awe at God’s creation in

this way. The chasm that had existed since my
childhood between “the city and the country”
sion experience.

—Thom Fladung ’82

Thom Fladung is editor of the St. Paul Pioneer

Press. But he learned everything he knows as editor of the
Flyer News.
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was masterfully bridged in that single conver-

“Whoa,” he said.
Exactly.

Watch Indian Village and Archaeological Park.

I have become a city person. I’ve found that

cities matter, that we need cities and that cities

need us. When I graduate in May, I’m going to
live in the city. I’ve been transformed.
—Emily Klein ’09
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A time to invest in our mission
The unfolding economic crisis has forced a
number of universities to cut budgets, halt faculty
searches and delay construction projects. From
Harvard to small liberal arts schools, universities
have felt the shifting sands.
The University of Dayton is not recession-proof,
but we remain on solid financial footing and in
better shape than many institutions.
We also know we must act — not simply react.
While others
retrench, we
move forward.
That’s a tribute to
decades of careful
stewardship and a
willingness to take
prudent risks.
Moody’s
Investor Services,
after a March
analysis, praised
our operating
performance,
healthy enrollment
and strong research
volume and gave
us an A2 rating
— a feat in these
economic times
when endowments have dropped. The analysts
wrote, “The stable outlook reflects our expectations
that the University of Dayton will maintain a stable
student market position and will continue to achieve
positive operating performance.”
Thanks to our Marianist founders, this is a
university that faces adversity with courage, faith
and a forward-thinking approach.
Tough times bring new opportunities for those
who are positioned to pursue them. This is a time to
invest in our mission. It’s a time for us to adapt and
boldly shape our future.
It’s a transformative moment.
We’ve faced many such moments in our 159-year
history. Each time, guided by mission and vision, we
boldly transformed ourselves, growing into a toptier national Catholic research university.
Today is no exception.

We are responding to the signs of the times
with bold marketing.
When faced with an enrollment crisis in the

1970s, we aggressively recruited students outside
Dayton and became a largely residential campus.
Today, we face another enrollment challenge.
Between now and 2022, the number of high school
graduates in Ohio is projected to decline 12 percent.
We have re-established recruiting efforts on the
East Coast and are opening new markets in China,
India and the Middle East. It’s paying off. Firstyear international enrollment jumped 81 percent
last fall. This spring we recorded more out-of-state
applications than in-state ones for the first time.
That helped push applications to a record 12,000.

We are responding to the signs of the times
with curricula and research that improve the
human condition.

YOU MIGHT
THINK THIS
IS HOW IT
ENDS.

Graduation. It’s more than your last day here.
It’s everything you did to get here.
Opening your mind to new knowledge and perspectives.
Opening your heart to new ways of leading and serving.
Breaking bread with Marianists.
Leaving it all on the court in intramurals.

ACTUALLY,
THIS IS
WHERE IT
BEGINS.

It’s also the next step forward.
The opportunities we create.
The lives we make better.
The changes that make a real difference.
And each time you give to the University of Dayton,
You ensure that our transformative community
Will be experienced for generations to come.

In January, we launched the state’s first
master’s degree in renewable energy. The Research
Institute, whose annual sponsored research volume
is expected to climb to $90 million this year, is
partnering with the Air Force Research Laboratory
to construct and operate the country’s first federal
research facility that will create jet fuel from coal
and biomass.
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We’re responding to the signs of the times
with financial discipline.
We will use Ohio Higher Education Facility
Commission revenue bonds to finance the first phase
of the $14 million renovation of Stuart Hall and
embark on a $2 million second phase of renovations
for the Virginia W. Kettering Residence Hall this
summer. We are not scheduling any capital projects
without the necessary financing or private support
in place.

We’re responding to the signs of the times
by investing in top-flight faculty.
We attracted a large, strong, diverse pool of
high-quality candidates for 39 faculty positions.
In the natural sciences, five of the six new hires
are women. We recruited a national leader in
geothermal energy for the new clean and renewable
energy program. We attracted distinguished
scholars of religious studies from the faculties
of Georgetown and College of the Holy Cross,
strengthening our position as a leader in the study
of U.S. Catholicism.
For the University of Dayton, this is an
extraordinary time of opportunity. The Blessed
William Joseph Chaminade’s words, “New times call
for new methods,” guide us into a future that holds
great promise.
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A workout is a workout. In 1902, the latest campus facility
was the swimming pond seen in this photo from the 1907
St. Mary’s Institute scrapbook. Near the “ole swimming hole”
were a fishing pond and skating pond, all located roughly
where the pools, courts, weight rooms and running track of
RecPlex stand today.
Courtesy of University Archives
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